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In my visits to local sections around the world I am always impressed by the thirst for 
knowledge shown by everyone I meet. I see clear evidence that the rail industry is 
vibrant, innovative and growing. It is embracing new technologies as well as finding 
new applications for existing technologies. It also has an urgent need to bring on new 
talent and upskill its existing practitioners. That is why I am confident that the IRSE has 
so much to offer the industry, to provide a forum to share knowledge, focus discussion 
and help close that skills gap.

IRSE NEWS is just one small part of that work but it is good to see how it continues 
to deliver interesting, relevant and up to date articles and information. It is particularly 
good to see how the purely technical material is supplemented with discussions of 
topics that are driving the railways as a business. That speaks to a common concern of 
many employers, that their engineering professionals should understand their wider 
business. They need us to use our technical skills to find better ways of meeting the 
commercial, performance and customer service goals of the railway. 

That’s what I like to see in the IRSE NEWS. As it’s summer here in Australia I’m able to 
sit outside with a proverbial cold beer at hand to review the draft copy and see what 
an excellent publication we have for you. I have to declare a slight personal interest in 
so far as it includes a long overdue article on my visit to the Southern Africa section last 
year. However, that was another example of what the IRSE can contribute to closing the 
skills gap in a market where young talent needs our help.

I’m sure you’ll find this issue interesting, but also I encourage you to tell your 
colleagues about it.  Do them a favour by introducing them to the IRSE and explaining 
what it can do for their knowledge, personal network and ultimately their career.

charles Page, President

Front Cover: In South Africa PRASA’s vibrant main line 
passenger coaches are here to stay, but the suburban train sets 
and signalling installations are being replaced as part of the 
countrywide renewal programme. The suburban trains will be 
even more vibrant and modern, and the signalling systems will 
be migrated to state of the art electronic installations. Significant 
investment in this programme has been necessary to meet rising 
demand for improved services. Photo Felix Lipov/Shutterstock.
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This Presidential Programme technical paper was presented 
on 8 February in London.

Automated testing of interlockings
John Martin
Atkins 
UK

Eduardo Olleta
Atkins 
UK

The automation of design and testing for signalling systems is 
the focus of considerable interest and effort at present and the 
production of software for an interlocking signalling controller 
which is compliant with BS EN50128 brings new challenges to 
the signalling industry. This paper examines the process designed 
by Atkins for the production and testing of software for a SIL4 
signalling interlocking controller in accordance with BS EN50128. 
The software production and testing process has to demonstrate 
the adherence of the software to the requirements, but also 
has to comply with the safety integrity level required for the 
interlocking system. This paper also covers the use of formal 
methods and modelling techniques to help the production 
of the test specifications, allowing the software tester to use 
test coverage and proving techniques for the validation of the 
software. The paper does not detail every aspect of the process, 
but is intended to promote discussion as the industry makes the 
transition into the digital age.

Introduction
One of the critical challenges in the production of safety-related 
software systems, such as a signalling interlocking controller, is 
the verification that the software is fit for the purpose.

This verification is carried out mainly through the formal 
software testing process.

The testing process produces a series of test cases using 
a range of different scenarios, containing both normal and 
degraded operational modes. These scenarios and modes 
are defined by the software test strategy, which also identifies 
the key criteria for demonstrating that the system meets the 
requirements.

The current testing approach for a traditional signalling 
interlocking such as SSI considers the complexity of the system, 
its constituents, the nature of its working and failure modes. 
Furthermore the large amount of inputs does not allow full 
coverage of the functionality by testing and therefore relies on 
the process as part of the test strategy. This is especially true 
when the main element that drives the functionality is a software 
subsystem.

“On a safety-related system it is impossible to test and analyse 
every path through the software therefore it is necessary to rely 
on the process and design to make a safety argument” (Yellow 
Book 3 – App Note 2 “Software” and BS EN50128 : 2000). 
This has been the cornerstone of the principles testing process 
on traditional SSI interlockings systems, in which the tester 
understands the SSI programming language, while helping to 
define the criteria for the test strategy.

So the test strategy is based on the domain knowledge of the 
signalling tester, because the scope of the system is not defined 
by any type of functional and safety requirements, making the 
test process completely reliant on the signalling tester.

For non-SSI interlockings, this approach is obviously not 
possible as the programming language is not always a direct 

interpretation of the signalling principles. In addition, the 
structure of the source code introduces either specific constraints 
imposed by the hardware or the firmware or the language itself. 
This is especially relevant when the hardware is a commercial 
off-the-shelf (COTS) controller with no signalling principles 
embedded in the firmware or executive software. Hence 
the application data in a COTS controller contains all of the 
functionality; this is different from an SSI system, in which the 
executive software has embedded signalling principles which will 
always be executed in the same way.

When Atkins embarked upon the introduction of a new 
signalling interlocking product called ElectroLogIXSTM, it set 
out to make a robust safety argument and to create a process, 
methods and techniques which could replace the current manual 
software testing processes with an automated process and 
resolve some of the issues identified in this paper.

The cornerstone of an automated software testing process starts 
with the definition of the system requirements.

Definition of the System Requirements
The system requirements definition is contained within a set of 
documents that describes its functionality. Typically, this can be 
broken down as shown in Figure 1:

System
Definition

Constraints

Functional
Requirements
Specification

System
Architecture

Safety 
Requirements

Figure 1 – System definition structure.

• Functional Requirements Specification;
• System Safety Requirements Specification;
• System Architecture;
• Constraints.

The system definition documents will be used by the software 
tester to test that the system is fit for the purpose.

The functional requirements are used to produce the test 
specification and to create test cases, test scenarios and test 
operational modes to achieve full testing coverage of the system 
against its intended functionality.
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In addition, the system safety requirements shall be defined 
to ensure the safe operation of the system in every foreseeable 
scenario and in every instance. These system safety requirements 
are used to derive the sub-system or component-specific safety 
requirements.

The signalling scheme plan is an example of a system 
architectural diagram, showing the geographical location of the 
railway elements. The control tables are an example of system 
constraints, which identify the available movements of trains and 
the conditions for a specific scheme (that is, they identify the 
specific application of the functional requirements).

The system architecture and the constraints are used by the 
software tester to specify how the test cases shall be executed 
and to define the criteria, in terms of specific system modes, 
input and output elements. It also serves to identify that the 
design fulfils the requirements. For example, a type of route will 
have a generic test specification, but every individual route will 
have a different test case due to the fact that it will be connected 
to different lineside elements as defined in the control tables.

The challenge of identifying all the requirements for a system 
cannot be underestimated, as a system is only as good as 
its requirements. The system has to be tested against these 
requirements. Any missing requirements will not be identified in 
the testing process, which could lead to a gap. Getting this right 
is especially critical when testing safety critical systems.

The process of requirements generation would require another 
Presidential paper, but it is important to outline that even if the 
requirements of the system have been completely captured, 
there are still issues that could affect the process.

• Different interpretations of the requirements by the software 
designer and the software tester could mean that the system 
will not pass the test verification. However, this does not 
mean that the design is not right. A typical example of this 
would be the designations of ‘track clear’ and ‘track not 
occupied;’ the disparity shows that it is possible to identify 
two different states for a track section, resulting in the 
production of different test cases.

• Requirements are written in natural language, which is always 
subject to interpretation.

• Sometimes requirements are difficult to test due to the way in 
which they are written.

To mitigate these issues, the software requirements manager 
tries to write each requirement in a format which is unambiguous, 
complete, correct, consistent, verifiable, modifiable and 
traceable, as specified in Yellow Book 3 and BS EN50128.

So how can a test be automated, if it is based on natural 
language requirements? The answer is that it is not possible. 
Natural language requirements require natural language test 
specifications. Even if the test workstation allows automatic 
execution of test scripts, there will be always an element of 
human intervention in the production of the test cases and in 
their conversion into test scripts.

We have mentioned above that in the case of complex systems, 
a 100% test coverage ratio is impossible to achieve. For example, 
even a simple binary truth table test of a system with 50 inputs 
would take approximately 178 million years to test automatically, 
assuming a rate of five seconds per test case. It would therefore 
be impossible to test all possible combinations of the inputs, so 
there is a clear need to achieve a system definition suitable for:

• A complete and unambiguous system functional specification;
• Allowing automatic test generation;
• Allowing proving of the safety requirements.

There are several possible ways to achieve this type of formal 
requirements specification, which avoid the use of natural 
languages and use formal methods, using either formal 
languages or model languages. In the following sections we 
will elaborate on this topic, but first we will explain the testing 
process as defined in BS EN50128, and its implications.

The BS EN50128 Process
BS EN50128 (Railway applications – Communication, signalling 
and processing systems – Software for railway control and 
protection systems) provides a set of requirements with which 
the development, deployment and maintenance of any safety-
related software intended for railway control and protection 
applications must comply. It defines the requirements concerning 
organisational structure, the relationship between organisations 
and the division of responsibility involved in the development, 
deployment and maintenance activities.

This British Standard is part of a group of related standards, 
the others being BSEN50126-1:1999 and BS EN50129:2003. 
BS EN50126-1 addresses system issues on the widest scale, 
while BS EN50129 addresses the approvals process for individual 
systems which can exist for overall railway control and protection 
systems.

The systems included under BS EN50128 are signalling, railway 
control and train protection. The intention is to extend the scope 
to incorporate the entire railway system, including rolling stock.

BS EN50128 introduces the concept of software safety integrity 
levels (SIL) derived from BS EN50129 as the required probability 
of software failure and its consequences in the system. Therefore 
it is a requirement of any project to define the software SIL level, 
but at present there is no mandatory method for estimating the 
SIL level.

For an interlocking signalling controller in which a failure of the 
software could potentially have catastrophic consequences the 
highest integrity level, that is SIL4 (software failure probability less 
than 10−8 failures per hour), is required.

To achieve this, BS EN50128 defines a software design, 
production and test lifecycle, based on the standard V-model 
(see Figure 2 overleaf), and the following compulsory items, 
among others:

• Project organisation chart, roles, responsibilities and 
competencies;

• Software requirements techniques;
• Software design methods;
• Software production methods;
• Verification techniques;
• Test methods.

For the purpose of this paper, the relevant areas are software 
requirements, software design and software testing.

The software requirement specification technique shall be 
selected from Table 1. All the options prevent the use of 
natural language to define the requirements of the application, 
avoiding the aforementioned issues regarding the definition of 
requirements. Mathematical modelling is the technique selected 
by Atkins to specify the software requirements, and it will be 
described in more detail in the next section.

The software design technique shall be selected from Table 2. 
Note that the first three techniques are the same as the 
requirements in Table 1; BS EN50128 “highly recommends” that 
the processes to produce software requirements and software 
design use the same techniques, based on formal language and 
mathematical models.
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Functional
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Component
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Figure 2 – Atkins software cycle V model.

Technique/Measure Software SIL 4

1. Formal Methods Highly Recommended

2. Modelling Highly Recommended

3. Structured methodology Highly Recommended

4. Modular Approach Mandatory

5. Components Highly Recommended

6. Design and Coding Standards Mandatory

7. Analysable Programs Highly Recommended

8. Strongly Typed Programming 
Language

Highly Recommended

9. Structured Programming Highly Recommended

10. Programming Language Highly Recommended

11. Language Subset Highly Recommended

12. Object Oriented Programming Recommended

13. Procedural programming Highly Recommended

14. Metaprogramming Recommended

Table 2 - BS EN 50128 Software Design and Implementation.

Technique/Measure Software SIL 4

1. Formal Proof Highly Recommended

2. Static Analysis Highly Recommended

3. Dynamic Analysis and Testing Highly Recommended

4. Metrics Recommended

5. Traceability Mandatory

6. Software Error Effect Analysis Highly Recommended

7. Test Coverage for Code Highly Recommended

8. Functional/ Black-box Testing Mandatory

9. Performance Testing Highly Recommended

10. Interface Testing Highly Recommended

Table 3 - BS EN 50128 Verification and Testing.

Technique Software SIL 4

1. Formal Methods Highly Recommended

2. Modelling Highly Recommended

3. Structured methodology Highly Recommended

4. Decision Tables Highly Recommended

Table 1 - BS EN 50128 Software Requirements Specification.

The software test technique shall be selected from Table 3. 
In addition to techniques such as the functional, performance 
and interface testing that are used extensively with non-safety 
critical software, formal proof and test coverage techniques are 
required to provide a solution to the challenges outlined in the 
previous section of this paper regarding the testing of the safety 
requirements and the extension of the validation process.

The following sections describe in more detail how we have 
applied the Atkins Signalling Method to ensure that we can verify 
and validate the application of safety-related software.

Mathematical Modelling Requirements Definition 
and Software Design
As mentioned earlier, to avoid any possible misinterpretation 
of the requirements, they should be written in a format that 
eliminates ambiguity. This helps the requirements manager to 
identify correct completion and, where relevant, fulfilment of the 
safety requirements.

BS EN50128 proposes two techniques to achieve this: formal 
methods and modelling.

Formal methods refers to mathematically rigorous techniques 
and tools for the specification, design and verification of software 
and hardware systems. BS EN50128 defines ‘mathematically 
rigorous’ as well-formed statements in a mathematical logic of 
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the system specification. Formal verifications are 
rigorous deductions in that logic. Formal methods 
can also be used in the design process to perform a 
safety analysis in the form of mathematical proving of 
safety requirements (called invariants) of the software 
system.

Describing the software system model using 
mathematical expressions also helps in the software 
production lifecycle:

• It allows the production of the formal 
requirements specification at the same time as 
the design of the software application.

• It assists in the search for any inconsistency in the 
requirements or in the design. This quality check 
includes dead logic, untestable branches and 
software deadlocks.

• It allows proving algorithms to be run 
to demonstrate fulfilment against safety 
requirements.

• It allows the generation of test cases that 
are executed against the source code for 
requirements validation.

This process, known as ‘model-based design’, 
improves the design, production and testing of 
software on safety critical systems, and has been 
used in other industries quite extensively.

In model-based design, the natural language 
requirements are converted into mathematical 
models expressing the requirements in a 
mathematical way, which in our case is state machine 
diagrams.

State machines are represented as Finite State 
Machines in sequential logic, having outputs that 
depend on both the present input as well as the 
history of the input, and are especially good for 
modelling digital event-based systems, that is, 
systems that only change state when an event or a 
combination of events occurs, and also in which the 
response to the same combination of events may 
vary depending on the current state of the system 
(see Figure 3).

For example, in a railway interlocking signalling 
control system, if there are no trains running, most of 
the time the system remains in the same state (unless 
maintenance activities take place or a failure occurs). 
If an event occurs such as a train approaching 
a signal, this will not always generate the same 
response in the system.

A state machine also allows modelling of system-
degraded modes in the scenario of a failure 
(Figure 4).

By creating a failure state, the software engineer has 
to define:

• Conditions for the machine to enter into a failure 
state;

• Actions to be performed when the machine is in 
a failure state;

• Permitted exit transitions from the state.
If a signal is in a failure state because of failing lamp-proving 
conditions, other components of the system that require this 
information, such as a route component, will be informed ‘just by 
reading’ the state of the signal state machine and will respond 
accordingly.

T43T43

T41T41

T12T12

Initial
Transition

Initial
Transition

T23T23

T24T24

S1

S2

S3

S4

Red Red
Failure

Control
to Red

Green Green
Failure

Control
to Yellow

Yellow Yellow
Failure

Control
to Green

Initial
Transition

Initial
Transition Element failure detectedElement failure detected

Element failure restoredElement failure restored

Normal State
Action during
normal mode

Failure Mode
Actions during
degrade mode

Figure 3 – Representation of a finite state machine.

Figure 4 – Representation of a finite state machine with failure mode.

Figure 5 – Simplified sample representation of a three-aspect signal state machine.

Figure 5 shows a state machine representation of a three-aspect 
controlled signal. The various states are indicated inside the 
round blocks, and the arrows between the states represent the 
transitions and the necessary conditions for the machine to move 
from one state to other.
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Note that within the definition of the permitted transitions 

between states we also identify ‘forbidden’ transitions. This 
allows us to control the flow of the software and all possible 
branches, which is mandatory in safety-related software.

Each type of component and the variability of each component 
type is a direct result of the software design process and the way 
that the design addresses the complexity of a railway signalling 
system. Accordingly, each component has to be linked to the 
functional requirements and validated against them by testing.

Component model testing is a relatively straightforward 
process, as opposed to the component source code testing, 
because the testing only concentrates on the functionality 
(positive testing – the model always behaves structurally in the 
way it has been designed). This means that the tester does not 
need to look for structural errors, which is a requirement in source 
code testing when the code has been manually produced.

Once a component has been validated, it is then transferred to 
the read-only library to be used at any time on future projects. It 
is worth mentioning that the library acts as a container for each 
type of component and the final model makes reference to the 
library. So if a change in a component is required, there is no 
need to generate the whole model again; only a library update is 
needed.

The software design for an interlocking controller is the result of 
sequencing the generic stored functional models for each type 
of component (signals, points, track circuits, routes, etc.). This 
enables the data to be synchronised with the project constraints 
(the control tables – see Figure 6).

This type of system represents a mathematical model of the 
software deployed by the interlocking signalling controller 
and acts as a formal representation of the specific functional 
requirements for a railway system.

 

The same quality checks described for a single state machine 
can now be applied to the whole system, guarding against the 
same undesirable situations: dead logic, untestable data and 
deadlocks.

But the greatest benefit to describing a system in this way is 
that it allows the early identification of design errors, reducing 
the number of rework cycles in the source code. This has a huge 
impact on the whole-life cost. This is especially important when 
the software process is very resource intensive.

Software Design Validation
BS EN50128 defines validation as: “The process of analysis 
followed by a judgment based on evidence to determine 
whether an item (e.g. process, documentation, software or 
application) fits the user needs, in particular with respect to safety 
and quality and with emphasis on the suitability of its operation 
in accordance to its purpose in its intended environment.”

According to this definition, the testing is defined as: “The 
process of executing software under controlled conditions as 
to ascertain its behaviour and performance compared to the 
corresponding requirements specification.” This is only one part 
of the validation process.

The source code is generated using the model and therefore 
the software model requires evidence that it fits the user’s needs. 
We have to demonstrate that it is appropriate to use the model 
to generate / provide input requirements for the source code. 
This means that the model requires validation to prove the source 
code will completely imitate the behaviour of the model.

The process to validate the model consists of:

1. Checking the model against design errors (such as dead 
logic, deadlocks and untestable situations).

2. Checking the model against the safety requirements, using 
proving algorithms which are SIL4 certified.

S1 S2

AA AB AC AD AE P1

S3

AG

S4

AH

AF

S2B(M)

S1 S2

S3

S4

P
1

A
A

A
B

A
C

A
D

A
E A

F

A
G

A
H

S1(M) S2A(M)

Figure 6 – Representation of a system of state machines.
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3. Testing the model against the requirements specification.
4. Verifying that the tasks and activities have been carried out in 

accordance with the process definition. This also includes that 
they have been produced to the required level of quality.

In this paper we have introduced the concept of model 
checking and model proving. Both techniques use ‘formal 
methods’ to analyse the model and assess robustness.

Model checking techniques allow the detection of:

• Dead logic: objects in the model that are either obsolete or 
are found to stay inactive during execution. They often result 
from a design or requirement error which is converted into 
dead code. This is a potential source of execution problems, 
because it is not possible to test what happens with the 
system in these situations.

• Deadlocks: when the software is applied to a component, 
we have to be sure that there is always an exit path for every 
state, to prevent the system becoming constrained to the 
point where only a reset and restart of the software could 
return the system to normal operation.

• Process violations: the software process requires verification 
that each activity has been carried out in accordance with 
the process definition; a mandatory part of BS EN50128. The 
design-verifying tool automatically checks that the model is 
traceable against the requirements, that the state machines 
have been designed according to the process design 
standards and that the model-checking techniques have been 
properly executed against the model.

This type of analysis can identify situations in which the source 
code could potentially behave in an unsafe way. Yet regardless 
of the suitability of the design of the functional requirements, the 
software will always fulfil the functional safety requirements.

Functional safety requirements are coded into the model in 
the form of verification blocks, which are not used to generate 
source code, but rather to run the proving algorithms which verify 
compliance of the model against the safety requirements. The 
designation of “all tracks in section clear” to control the entry 
signal is an example of a safety requirement.

As highlighted before the model is generated based on the 
configuration defined in the control tables. These will constrain 
the design because they define the components that will be 
connected together. For example, an aspect control for a signal 

requires information about the route that is set and the status of 
the tracks. What happens if there is an error in the control tables? 
How could this error be detected in the design?

Running the proving algorithms against the safety requirements 
will identify this error, but only if the proving condition of the 
tracks in the section is obtained from a different source, for 
example derived directly from the signalling scheme plan.

With this technique, the model will be proved against the safety 
requirements, based on safety criteria relating to signal aspect, 
movable elements operation and people protection systems like 
lockouts and level crossings.

Once the model has been proved against the safety 
requirements, testing is then necessary to demonstrate the 
requirements have been met.

The model testing process is executed in two steps (see 
Figure 7). Each component is individually tested against the 
requirements, and then the model is tested against the control 
tables.

As stated above, each component represents a functional 
object with its own properties and functionality. This means 
that there can be more than one element type per functional 
object, with different types of signals, points, tracks and routes. 
Each component is tested against the subset of the functional 
requirements, describing the functionality to be fulfilled by the 
object type. In the signalling design process, the signalling 
engineer defines the type of object and its functionality. This 
is then exported into a classification workbook as an XML 
(Extensible Mark-up Language) document, which is used in the 
software process to select the requisite components.

The signalling designer also sets the functionality of each 
element according to the signalling principles and this is 
recorded in the control tables. This is again exported into a 
configuration template XML document, which is used in the 
software process to interconnect the components.

By adopting these two processes the software configuration is 
done more effectively by the signalling designer, and this now 
forms part of the signalling design process.

The test strategy therefore has to cover demonstration of the 
following inputs:

Component
Test

Specification

Component
Model

Requirements

System 
Test Spec

Control Tables

C
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C
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C
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C
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Figure 7 – Atkins interlocking model test phases.
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• The functionality of selected component models in line with 

the  requirements;
• The testing of the whole model according to the 

configuration templates and the control table.
The testing of the component parts in the model is a 
requirements-based testing process which uses a test harness to 
evaluate the suitability of the model as per the requirements.

The test harness models are generated automatically and are 
stored with the component models in the library. The subsequent 
testing process helps with the traceability of the requirements, 
the models and the test cases.

Once a model type has been tested, the component is stored in 
the library.

The process of testing the whole model then consists 
of demonstrating that the interlocking system fulfils the 
requirements established in the control tables. This testing takes 
place on the test workstation which is also used to test the source 
code (Figure 8).

The test cases created for each type of control are then 
translated into scripts which are automatically executed by the 
test management system, using the overall test specification. The 
results are then stored in an SQL (Structured Query Language) 
database to facilitate management of the test outputs and 
generation of reports to support the verification of the test. 
These generic test scripts read the information required in XML 
configuration templates for each control table, meaning that 
the test process is generic (with the exception of the inclusion 
of fringes and other bespoke project interfaces). This in turn 
facilitates the configuration and traceability of the key elements, 
which can then be used for the management of changes.

The test workstation allows manual testing of the interlocking 
model in the same way as an SSI test workstation, but the use of 
automatic testing improves the quality of the process as the pass/
fail criteria are fixed and identified by the software tester. The 
models and the lineside simulation can also be run in accelerated 
mode, therefore reducing the duration of the process.

One of the benefits is that very early in the process we have a 
test model of the interlocking which can also be used to test new 
interfaces, such as a signaller’s console, a maintenance terminal, a 
traffic management system or a radio block centre.

This process now requires the production of the source code. 
The next sections detail the process to produce and test the 
source code.

Source code Production
Programming languages have evolved in the last few decades to 
allow the programmer to use different types of techniques in the 
coding process. The selection of the source code language is not 
always possible because some hardware platforms only permit 
certain language(s).

Programming on safety related systems is governed by 
simplicity and this eliminates most of the modern techniques 
used in object-orientated languages. For example, inheritance 
and polymorphism are software techniques that have to be 
avoided because they allow the programmer to hide information. 
They therefore require the implementation of strong controls in 
the source code, which adds complexity.

To facilitate compliance with the requirements of BS EN50128 
(which governs defensive programming, strong typing, structured 
programming and possibly assertions), the programming 
language chosen should lead to easily verifiable code, facilitating 
programme development, verification and maintenance.

The language should be fully and unambiguously defined and 
should encourage:

• The use of small, manageable components;
• Limited access to data in defined components;
• Definition of variable sub-ranges;
• Any other type of error-limiting constructs.

Features which make verification difficult and therefore should be 
avoided are:

• Unconditional jumps, other than subroutine calls;
• Recursion;
• Pointers, heaps or any type of dynamic variables or objects;
• Multiple entries to or exits from loops, blocks or 

subprogrammes;
• Implicit variable initialisation or declaration.

The application data source code in ElectroLogIXSTM uses Ladder 
Logic as its programming language. Ladder Logic cannot be 
considered a traditional programming language, as it cannot 
structure the programme and does not have any type of typical 
programming instructions. Ladder Logic is a representation 
of Boolean logic algorithms (see Figure 9), and it has been 
extensively used in the control and automation industries 
because of its similarities to relay logic-based systems.

Atkins
Modelling
System

Atkins
Signalling
System

Atkins Test
Workstation

Mathematical Models Wayside Simulation Control Centre Simulation

I/L Controls /
Indications

Wayside
Indications

Control Centre and Technicians Controls/Indications

Figure 8 – Atkins test workstation diagram.
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One benefit of using Ladder Logic is that it allows direct 
conversion of a mathematical model into source code, given 
that the mathematical model can be represented in Boolean 
equations.

The source code generation enables conversion of the 
mathematical model produced by the state machine into 
Ladder Logic components. These components are the result 
of instantiation of the ladder logic template representing a 
component model type. This process facilitates the production 
and verification of the source code and also allows automation 
because:

• The Ladder Logic template has already been validated 
against the model;

• The specific components do not require verification of their 
behaviour, but rather verification of the variables used;

• The production is automated using scripts which substitute 
the variables in the template with model-specific variables;

• The configuration management of the process obtains all the 
information from the same place (the mathematical model), 
so that traceability and changes are easy to manage.

The automated build process includes verification and testing 
components to ensure compliance with the BS EN50128 SIL4 
requirements.

Source code Testing
BS EN50128 describes the testing process which is split into 
three different activities and executed in this order:

• Component test: this step demonstrates that the applied 
component behaves as indicated by the component 
test specification, as generated by the tester against the 
component specification;

• Integration test: this step demonstrates that the software 
works with the hardware as anticipated, and that the software 
components are compliant with the software architecture  (the 
source of the integration test specification used in this step);

• Overall software test: this step demonstrates that the software 
is fit for purpose, that is that it fulfils the requirements of the 
application data.

These three steps are implemented against the test 
specifications, which are based on:

• Component Specification;
• Architecture and Design Specification;
• Requirements Specification.

In our case, the three items are specified in the mathematical 
model.

• The component specification illustrates the specific 
application of each type of component in the mathematical 
model.

• The software integration specification is represented in the 
model by the connections between the components (which 
are automatically created from the control tables).

• The requirements specification for the Ladder Logic is 
formally defined within the model.

As result of this, it is possible to use the model as a formal 
specification from which test cases can be sourced for use in 
the testing phases. The techniques are selected following an 
assessment of the process followed to produce the source code 
and the type of programming language (Ladder Logic).  It is 
divided into the following steps.

Generic component test

Each of the components generated from the generic models 
is converted into Ladder Logic following the coding standards. 
It is then tested using a test specification produced by an 
algorithm in the harness model, which generates all possible 
negative and positive test cases. The set of equations is 
proved against the model to demonstrate that the behaviour is 
identical.

Once the equations are converted into Ladder Logic, we use 
the same test specification to demonstrate that the Ladder 
Logic behaviour is identical to the equations (and therefore the 
model).

The Ladder Logic block or template is then stored in the 
library together with the model to be used at a later date to 
generate the specific component source code.

Specific component test

Each of the constituent components is a copy of those featured 
in the generic component test in terms of the structure, but 
with different variables. The test process demonstrates that the 
specific component is identical to the generic component in 
terms of the structure of the equations. It also shows that the 
variables used are the same variables used in the model for 
that instance of the component

These tests are carried out by automatic tools which compare 
both the generic and specific files in order to identify that the 
changes are only the variables names. The variables names 
are then compared with the variables in the specific model 
to demonstrate that the component has been generated in 
accordance with the model.

In terms of workload, component testing is the most time-
consuming activity in a standard software production process.  
By using this technique, we can achieve an important reduction  
in the time and cost of this step of the process.

Hardware and software integration test

This step demonstrates that the software can run in the 
hardware, and that the configuration of the controller is 
correct for the application data. It is hardware specific, and the 
specification cannot be extracted from the model.

Software and software integration test

This step is not required in our process because Ladder Logic 
is executed sequentially. The integration of the components is 
based on the name of the variables, which are extracted from 
the model and individually tested for each component. This 

X1

Y1 = X1 & ((X2 & X3) : (X4 & X5))

X2 X3 Y1

X4 X5

Figure 9 – Ladder logic representation of a Boolean equation.
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integration test is effectively included in the next step (overall 
software test).

Overall software test

This step utilises the requirements and complete model as the 
source of the test specification, therefore the same test scripts 
that were used to test the model are now used to test the 
source code.

The most important point about this step is that the same test 
environment used to verify the model is now used to evaluate 
the source code. The same lineside simulator, the same test 
scripts and the same communication channels are used, 
eliminating risk.

The testing process demonstrates that the source code behaves 
identically to the model. The model is applied to generate the 
test cases used for this test, in which the model validates the 
source code and demonstrates that the software process is 
suitable for automation.

conclusions
The introduction of requirements-based software design 
and model-based design techniques, in accordance with 
BS EN50128, represents an improvement in safety assurance 
when compared with a traditional SSI software production 
process.

These techniques also allow automation of the software 
production and testing process. When combined with the design 
of reusable signalling software components, they will increase the 
efficiency of the software production and testing process for all 
future projects.

Another benefit of deploying a full model of the interlocking is 
that it can be used to design and test any new interfaces such as 
a Traffic Management System or a Radio Block Centre.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
In order to bring IRSE NEWS readers the latest global 
signalling, telecomms and train control information, we have 
teamed up with the Railway Gazette International  
(www.railwaygazette.com) to supply brief summaries of 
major news in our industry. We will of course also publish items 
of news from other sources when we receive them.

[RGI] EUROPE: A new timetable for the roll-out of the European 
Rail Traffic Management System has been put in place by the 
European Commission, with the adoption on 5 January 2017 of 
an implementing regulation. 

The revised ERTMS European Deployment Plan has been drawn 
up over the past two years by ERTMS Co-ordinator Karel Vinck, 
in consultation with EU member states, after it became apparent 
that the timescales set out in the previous plan adopted in 2009 
were not achievable. The Commission had recognised that the 
original deadlines for equipping the six designated ERTMS 
Corridors had become ‘unrealistic’, citing a shortage of financing, 
the limited number of qualified experts and technical problems. 

A draft of the revised deployment plan was presented to 
industry stakeholders following the TEN-T Days conference 
in Rotterdam in June 2016. As well as amending the 
implementation timetable, the revisions include changes to the 
geographical scope in the light of experience over the past 
seven years. The deadlines have also been aligned with the 
requirements of Regulation 1315/2013 on the development of 
the TEN-T core network. 

Under the new plan, around 50% of the Core Network Corridors 
are expected to be equipped by 2023, with the remainder 
to follow in 2024-30. However, the regulation provides for a 

Revised ERTMS Deployment Plan adopted

further update of the plan in 2023 in order to set out precise 
implementation dates for the second phase. The Commission 
hopes that this will provide a greater degree of certainty over 
ERTMS migration, facilitating investment and resource planning 
by both infrastructure managers and train operators. 

According to Vinck, “all member states have accepted ERTMS 
as the signalling system in Europe. It is ready to be implemented 
from a technical point of view and through implementing the 
recently-adopted plan we can ensure timely deployment.”

Artesyn and hyukshin announce SIL4 signalling 
collaboration

[RGI] SOUTH KOREA: Artesyn Embedded Technologies and 
Hyukshin Engineering Co have signed a memorandum of 
understanding to collaborate on the development of commercial-
off-the-shelf train control and signalling systems based on 
Artesyn’s ControlSafe Platform, which has been certified at Safety 
Integrity Level 4 by TÜV Süd. 

“The adoption of the SIL4 safety standard is a global trend in 
the rail industry”, said Hyukshin Engineering Marketing Director 
Seunghyun Park on 18 January. “Artesyn’s ControlSafe Platform 
provides an application-ready, cost-effective solution that can 
help us substantially accelerate time-to-market for our next 
generation computer-based interlockings. By adopting the 
platform as a safety computing engine, we do not have to start 
our development from scratch, and therefore we can focus on the 
differentiation and value that makes Hyukshin a leading player 
in the industry. More importantly, we can significantly reduce the 
costs and risks of the SIL4 system development and certification 
process, saving potentially millions of dollars and many years.”
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CARBON AND THE RAIL INDUSTRY

The great carbon debate
Inga Doak BAppSc MSc CEnv MIEMA
Sustainability Manager, Siemens Rail Automation, UK

Introduction 
Carbon is big. Not necessarily in a physical sense, but in how 
it permeates – literally and metaphorically – many aspects of 
our lives.  All living organisms contain carbon and the human 
body is comprised of around 18% carbon by weight. It is widely 
distributed and forms a vast number of compounds. One such 
compound is carbon dioxide (CO2). A colourless and odourless 
gas, CO2 is vital to life on Earth. Through a heat retention – or 
greenhouse – effect, naturally occurring levels of CO2 and a 
number of other gases in the atmosphere help maintain the 
earth’s climate at habitable levels. Observed increases in these 
gases however, particularly CO2, has also coincided with an 
observed increase in the global temperatures of our atmosphere 
and oceans (i.e. global warming). This in turn has been linked 
with mostly adverse variations in our temperature, weather 
patterns and other natural systems – in other words climate 
change. Suddenly, the very compound that is vital to sustaining 
life on earth appears to be causing us some problems. 

But what has this got to do with the Rail Industry and signalling 
in particular? Quite a lot actually. 

This article takes you on a journey, exploring why carbon 
management is important to the Rail industry and why ‘doing 
nothing’ is a bad idea. We start with some fundamentals around 
CO2, global warming, and climate change before considering 
carbon emissions in an organisational context. Using signalling 
as a point of reference, we look in more detail at the Rail industry 
and the different types of carbon emissions. We reflect on some 
interesting rail industry statistics followed by the perils of not 
responding to an ever changing business environment. Finally, 
we take a brief look at some of the opportunities for reducing 
carbon emissions (in signalling specifically), and introduce the Rail 
Carbon Tool – the first of its kind in the industry. 

At this point it’s important to note this article does not explore 
every possible aspect related to carbon (or climate change) 
management – as this would require considerably more time 
and space. Nor is it a dictum on how to manage carbon in your 
business. Rather, its purpose is to get you the reader thinking 
about this subject and reflecting on what you are, could and 
possibly should be doing in your organisation. 

Greenhouses should grow tomatoes, not  
sea level rise
To understand the relevance of carbon in today’s business 
environment we first need to re-visit some basic science. Water 
vapour, clouds and Greenhouse Gases (GHG) contribute to the 
retention of heat in the Earth’s atmosphere by reducing the rate 
at which the Earth’s surface loses infrared (thermal) radiation to 
outer space. This is known as the ‘greenhouse effect’. There are 
six main contributory GHGs: CO2, methane (CH4), nitrous oxide 
(N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and 
sulphur hexafluoride (SF6). The greenhouse effect is a critical 
and natural process, as it keeps the earth’s climate warm and 
habitable. However there have been observed increases in 
atmospheric GHG concentrations over time and a corresponding 
increase in observed global temperatures of the atmosphere and 
oceans. These changes are believed to be in part due to human 
activities. This (man-made) warming phenomena is known as 
‘global warming’, which in turn is thought to be leading to mostly 

negative changes in the world’s climate. As the internationally 
acclaimed academic, science broadcaster and environmental 
activist David Suzuki has said: “rising average temperatures do 
not simply mean balmier winters”. Apart from the immediate 
impacts of flooding, drought, violent storms and other extreme 
weather events, these climatic variations are expected to have 
related knock-on effects on things such as human health, food 
supply, ecosystem integrity and business operations.

Enough people believe in climate change to make 
it ‘real’
Man-made climate change is not a universally accepted principle 
however, and fierce political and personal debate has ensued 
on both sides over the legitimacy of the underpinning science. 
(For the record, the author is a climate change ‘believer’, the 
President of the USA, Donald Trump, for example, is a climate 
change ‘denier’).  Irrespective of which side you’re on, there is 
significant recognition of man-made climate change at the local, 
national and international level. Various mechanisms, including 
policies, legislation, incentives and penalties (both fiscal and 
non-fiscal), mean carbon is topical, relevant and worthy of 
consideration in today’s business environment. Such requirements 
generally fall into two complementary focus areas: climate 
change mitigation (i.e. those actions aimed at dealing with the 
causes of climate change by reducing associated emissions) and 
climate change adaptation (i.e. those actions aimed at dealing 
with the now likely impacts of a changing climate). 

But why the obsession with carbon specifically?
You may recall there are six main gases considered to contribute 
to global warming. So why do we only talk about ‘carbon’ (which 
is typically used as shorthand for CO2)? To answer this question 
we need to look at something called Global Warming Potential 
(GWP). GWP is the relative measure of how much heat a GHG 
traps in the atmosphere. Somewhat ironically, CO2 has the lowest 
GWP of the six main GHGs.  However, CO2 is still the largest and 
most significant contributor to global warming, because relatively 
speaking it’s being released in such huge quantities, primarily 
through fossil-fuel combustion for energy generation and use, 
but also land-use change. 
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So while other GHGs are far more potent (i.e. have higher 
GWPs) than CO2, there is far less of them in the atmosphere. 
That’s not to say the other GHGs aren’t important. For example, 
we’ve all heard about those “farting cows” and their associated 
methane emissions, and, a recent international convention in 
Kigali, Rwanda focused on the development of a global phase-
out program for HFCs. Generally speaking however, for the 
reasons provided above, climate change and the associated 
carbon management debate tends to focus on the reduction and 
management of CO2 emissions. 

carbon emissions are generated by almost 
everything we do 
Consider the following: does your organisation…consume energy 
in its operations? require staff to travel on business? produce 
goods or products? use suppliers? generate waste?  Assuming 
you answered yes to one or more of these questions then carbon 
management is relevant to your business. This is because in 
such instances CO2 emissions will be produced either directly 
– through for example on-site fuel combustion or operation of 
company owned vehicles (those familiar with the terminology will 
recognise these as ‘Scope 1’ emissions), or, indirectly – through 
say purchased energy, product use, outsourced activities, 
contractor owned vehicles, employee business travel, waste 
disposal and production of purchased materials (known as 
‘Scope 2’ and ‘Scope 3’ emissions).  

By now, you should see a picture emerging whereby global 
warming and its partner-in-crime climate change, is not just 
something for government or the ‘big polluters’ to deal with.  
Significant action is also required at the organisational level. A 
failure of business  to respond to the risks – and opportunities 
– presented by carbon management introduces operational, 
financial, regulatory and reputational challenges.  As we will learn 
later however, there is an ongoing need to balance the ease with 
which carbon reductions can be identified and implemented with 
the relative impact of any changes. 

So where’s the Carbon in Rail?  
Carbon emissions in the rail industry are generally divided into 
two high-level categories: traction and non-traction. Traction 
emissions arise from the operation of the rolling stock itself – 
whether from the direct combustion of diesel fuel in on-board 
engines or from the production of electricity used on electrified 
lines. Non-traction emissions are those arising from all other 
aspects of running the railway network. This covers for example, 
the operation, maintenance, renewal and upgrade of related 
infrastructure (including signalling and related control systems) as 
well as activities at stations, depots and staff offices. 

Notwithstanding the above, we can further divide rail carbon 
emissions into a number of additional categories and while 
there is no definitive list, a common approach is to consider 
things in the context of operational, construction and embodied 
emissions. 

CARBON AND THE RAIL INDUSTRY

CO2
82.4%

F-gases
1.9%

CH4
8.6%

N2O
7.2%

Nitrous Oxide
Agriculture   79%
Industrial processes 
and solvent combustion 7%

F-gases
Industrial processes  100%

Methane
Agriculture   50% 
Waste  31%
Fugitives and 
combustion    7%

Carbon Dioxide
Combustion 94%
Industrial processes       6%

Greenhouse Gas Global Warming 
Potential (GWP)

Carbon Dioxide CO2 1

Methane CH4 21

Nitrous Oxide N2O 310

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) 140 - 11,700

Perfluorocarbons (PFC) 6,500 - 9,200

Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF6) 23,000

Example GHG emissions in the 27 countries of the European Union 2012. Source EEA.

The six most significant greenhouse gases from a climate 
change perspective and their respective GWPs.  
Source Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
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Operational – also known as in-use – carbon is that arising from 
the operation of the rolling stock and associated infrastructure. 
In a signalling context, this primarily includes the (non-traction) 
energy used to operate line-side and non-lineside equipment, 
however, it also includes the influence that the signalling and 
related train control systems have on the energy efficiency 
of the rolling stock (i.e. traction energy usage). Construction 
carbon on the other hand includes those emissions generated 
during the planning, installation and commissioning of say a 
scheme renewal or upgrade project. For a typical signalling 
project, such emissions could arise from the powering of project 
offices and depots, the operation of trackside machinery and 
plant, and the transport of materials, staff and waste to and 
from site. Finally, embodied carbon (sometimes referred to as 
embedded or capital carbon) is the emissions of CO2 (and other 
GHGs) from the extraction, manufacture, transport, installation, 
maintenance and recycling/disposal of a particular product or 
piece of infrastructure, or, the collective footprint of a number of 
products/infrastructure. 

In 2010, a study was completed by the UK Rail Safety and 
Standards Board (RSSB) to identify the whole life carbon footprint 
of the rail industry (Full report available at http://bit.ly/2jjvA9C). 
While the data used was from 2008/09 and a margin of error up 
to 20% was stated, a number of interesting findings are reported. 
Overall, the Great Britain (GB) rail industry was found to represent 
<2% of overall GHG emissions in the UK. Of this, traction 
energy accounted for the majority (63%) – but by no means all – 
emissions within the industry. Conversely, train control systems 
(comprising signalling and telecoms) accounted for an estimated 
4% of all emissions. A comparison was also made between direct 
(i.e. operational, construction, etc) and indirect (i.e. embodied) 
emissions. From this it was reported that when traction energy 
is included, GHG emissions from the GB rail industry are 
predominately direct emissions (81% in total). However when the 
influence of traction energy is removed, the split between direct 
and indirect (i.e. embodied) emissions is much more even (47% 
to 53% respectively). 

These findings support the fact that until recently, efforts to 
manage rail industry carbon emissions have mainly focused on 
traction energy. Namely, the conversion of old, inefficient diesel 
rolling stock to either newer diesel, or ideally electrified, models 
(the latter of course requiring an electrified network in order to 
operate). More recently however, attention has shifted to other 
activities (e.g. non-traction) and related emission sources (e.g. 

embodied carbon). What this means is that energy efficiency and 
carbon management is no longer the prevail of the infrastructure 
operator, rolling stock providers, and train and freight operating 
companies. Rather, everyone involved in the industry – whether 
in designing, installing, operating or maintaining the rail network, 
has an increasingly important role to play. 

Addressing the elephant in the room
But if the RSSB reported that the rail industry accounts for <2% 
of all UK GHG emissions then surely it’s reasonable to conclude 
that even if we closed down the UK railway network, the impact 
on CO2 emissions would be negligible? Plus, everyone knows 
that trains are already ‘greener’ than other forms of transport like 
driving and flying. So we’ve already got a good image in that 
respect – right? 

Well let’s consider another dataset for a moment. A quick search 
of the internet reveals that in 2013, Network Rail was (and most 
likely still is) the largest non-regulated electricity consumer in the 
UK. At the time, its annual electricity bill amounted to some £300 
million (with about £250m spent on traction energy and £50m on 
non-traction energy). A quick calculation by the author puts this 
usage at 3.2 terawatt hours of energy per year or the equivalent 
of 800,000 UK households. Suddenly, when considered in this 
context, the numbers don’t feel so small. 

There is more to this story than just data however. 

Adapt or ….
Kodak roll-film, Blockbuster video rental stores, Nokia mobile 
phones, Woolworths ‘variety’ stores. These are just some 
examples of companies, and their associated service offerings, 
that no longer exist. While there are subtle nuances to every 
corporate collapse (e.g. rising operational costs, a fickle customer 
base, unsustainable pension liabilities, etc) a common theme 
amongst the aforementioned companies is a failure to recognise 
and adapt to the changing needs of their market,  driven for 
example, by improvements in technology, evolving customer 
needs and/or faster thinking competitors. 

At this point, it’s pertinent to note that companies generally 
don’t go bust because they failed to have a carbon management 
plan in place. However, it’s a useful analogy to demonstrate that 
if a business can identify – and then as importantly – respond 
to the changing needs of its market then the risks of being left 
behind are reduced. Basking in the glow of current business 
performance will only sustain the books for so long. 
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Embodied Carbon (kg CO2)

34.5g packet of crisps 75g CO2

330ml can of cola 170g CO2

250ml can of fruit smoothie 230g CO2

800g loaf of white bread sliced 1kg CO2

1kg signalling relay 4kg CO2

308kg concrete railway sleeper 79kg CO2

13.7kg automatic train protection controller 119kg CO2

37kg 1m length of steel rail 131kg CO2

467kg overhead line electrification mast 1406kg CO2

Calculated embedded carbon (kg CO2)

So just how much carbon is embedded in products in the railway 
industry and elsewhere?  
Source Siemens Rail Automation.
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CARBON AND THE RAIL INDUSTRY
While the Rail Industry may not operate in the same fast-moving 

consumer goods environment as Kodak or Nokia once did, there 
is still a need to adapt to changing market needs and there is 
encouraging evidence of the industry having done this. Consider 
the various modes of signalling and train control systems that 
have developed throughout the industry’s history: from the 
use of lineside ‘policemen’ in the early-mid 1800s through to 
the current deployment and discussions around ETCS and the 
Digital Railway. However, updating of signalling technology to 
meet its primary intended function (i.e. the safe and efficient 
passage of trains) represents only part of the picture. Internal 
business and external stakeholder expectations increasingly 
require consideration of other ‘non-primary’ aspects – such as 
environmental protection, personnel safety, legal compliance and 
commercial competitiveness – whether in design, manufacture, 
installation, operation or maintenance. In a signalling and carbon 
management context, this extends from understanding and 
managing not only the CO2 emissions caused by ‘everyday ‘ 
operations but potentially also the embodied carbon of different 
signalling products or the energy efficiency of the signalling 
system itself. 

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that, when done 
well, assessing the carbon footprint of an operation, activity, or 
project can be the catalyst for broader – ultimately beneficial 
– sustainability outcomes. Review of design and material 
specifications, or, construction and operational techniques, 
can deliver not only reductions in carbon but also result in cost 
savings, more innovative thinking and additional corporate 
environmental benefits. 

Be realistic not lazy 
All businesses face an ongoing challenge around how best to 
invest their limited resources (whether physical, human, fiscal, 
etc). Responding to the risks and opportunities presented by 
climate change, and by extension carbon management, is 
no exception.  By way of example, let’s briefly consider the 
delivery of a resignalling scheme from Point A to Point B, using 
conventional signalling technology. In delivering this scheme 
hundreds if not thousands of different products, parts, and 
services will be procured, installed, commissioned and then 
handed into operation – for some 20+ years. It is unrealistic 
to know the embodied carbon of every product to be used, 

or, the journey time, length and mode of every construction 
delivery vehicle, or, the energy use profile of every single item of 
equipment once operational. Multiply this effort across all other 
schemes being renewed, upgraded, operated or maintained 
across the UK – and suddenly the (carbon shaped) mountain feels 
very big indeed. 

Is this justification to do nothing however? No. As 
David MacKay, the physicist, mathematician, academic and 
former Adviser to the UK Government wrote in 2008 (in the 
context of energy policy): “if you were riding a fast-moving 
motorcycle in fog near a cliff-edge, and you didn’t have a good 
map of the cliff, would the lack of a map justify not slowing the 
bike down?”

In terms of signalling specifically, there are opportunities for 
improvement in all carbon emission areas. However, there is also 
a constant tension around what areas to target depending on 
relative (carbon) contribution and ease with which alternative 
approaches, technologies and materials can be pursued. For 
example operational (or in-use) emissions seem an obvious 
area to target given the long life span of most types of 
signalling equipment. However this comes with a number of 
challenges associated with the design approval process and also 
conflict between industry capital expenditure and operational 
expenditure budgets. Construction emissions on the other hand 
are likely to present some of the easier reduction opportunities 
(e.g. connecting a site depot to mains supply instead of 
generators) but the relative contribution from signalling 
construction emissions is likely to be small when compared to 
other rail related activities. 

Embodied emissions are a very relevant piece of the carbon 
puzzle, but to date, most publicly available research has focused 
on lower  complexity civil engineering type materials such as 
concrete, steel, timber, etc, resulting in limited data on the 
embodied carbon of signalling equipment. 

Finally, while it is important to share best practice, as this in part 
provides the momentum for innovations and improvements, it’s 
also crucial that any achievements are reported based on all the 
information available. Consider for example the lineside signal. 
LED lights in signals are significantly more energy efficient (as 
well as requiring less maintenance) than conventional filament 
lamps. However, in areas where Route Relay Interlocking (RRI) 

Resistor drawing 
255mA

LED unit drawing 
45mA

LEDs take 15% 
of power

Resistor takes 
85% of power

Use of LED signals in 
lineside (and other) signals.

Where route relay interlocking or SSI are 
used the signal must draw 300mA to 

provide the required load.

The end result is that we’re still ‘using’ 
the same amount of energy as with 
filament lamps, wasting energy and 

carbon.
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The LED signal case 
study. Due to legacy 
current feed issues 
using more efficient 
signals hasn’t necessarily 
resulted in reduced use 
of energy.
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and Solid State Interlocking (SSI) technology is used 
a current of 300mA is typically needed to present 
the signalling system with the load it expects, more 
than the LED unit draws. As a result, a resistor is built 
into each lamp enabling a more appropriate 45mA 
to be supplied and resulting in 255mA (or 85% of all 
electricity used) to be ‘burnt off’ as heat. As such, these 
signals may contain energy efficient LEDs, but until the 
current supply is reduced, the same amount of energy 
is still being used. 

The moral to this story? As an industry we should 
always celebrate our successes but, we should also 
be aware of the small print and ensure any claims are 
genuine. 

The future is here: an industry wide tool – 
coming to a railway near you?
In recognition of the increasing importance of carbon 
management within the rail industry, and leveraging progress 
made by others (e.g. the water industry), RSSB, under its CP5 
Sustainable Rail Programme (SRP), have spent the last few years 
identifying and developing a tool to enable the measurement, 
monitoring and carbon reduction in railway infrastructure and 
rolling stock. The options considered by RSSB were to bespoke 
an existing tool or develop a new one from scratch. From an 
initial pool of around 60 tools, the Atkins Carbon Knowledgebase 
was selected and rebranded as the Rail Carbon Tool (RCT). In 
2015, a license for the RCT was bought by RSSB on industry’s 
behalf, co-funded by Network Rail – meaning it is free to use 
for all organisations working within the industry. It is also worth 
noting that while RSSB’s remit initially focused on embodied 
carbon, the RCT can also be used for calculating other lifecycle 
carbon emissions. Management of the RCT is overseen by RSSB 
with input from a cross-industry working group including Network 
Rail, Transport for Scotland, Transport for London, High-Speed 2, 
Crossrail and selected supply chain representatives. Until now, 
application of the RCT has mainly focused on a number of pilot 
and higher profile projects. However, it is increasingly expected 
to be embedded in contract requirements with a view to 
becoming the industry norm by CP6. 

While the RCT is free to access, it does require an investment 
by the user – primarily of staff time – but also a willingness to 
collaborate between client and supplier, particularly where 
changes to a scheme or product design may be required.  
Furthermore, it is not a solution in itself, but rather a tool that 
can be used to provide clarity, consistency and credibility to the 
industry, in managing its carbon emissions. The RCT and support 
material can be found at http://bit.ly/2jjvsag.

conclusion
Before you are left to contemplate your carbon future, let’s 
summarise the key points covered in this article. We started with 
the term ‘Carbon’ which tends to be used as a proxy for CO2 and 
other related GHGs. CO2 is considered the greatest contributor 
to man-made climate change and the resultant ecological and 
societal effects are considered for the most part to be negative. 
In order to tackle climate change we need to look at society’s 
carbon related emissions and everyone, whether at the individual 
or organisational level, is affected in some way by climate change 
policies, regulations, and other related requirements. Like any 
industry, Rail has a role to play. Historically, this focus has been 
on rolling stock and traction energy use but attention is shifting 
to other activities and emission sources. In understanding and 
responding to the pressures around carbon management, 
organisations will need to find their own balance between effort 
and outcome and the Rail Carbon Tool, now freely available 
industry wide, can provide a useful starting point for this. 

In closing, I would like to leave you with a final thought, and 
that is, in the context of carbon management, the question is no 
longer, should your organisation do something but rather what is 
your organisation doing – and what can you contribute to that?  

The Rail Carbon Tool home page.

Making a difference. Shown during construction in 2012, Network Rail 
has fitted 4,400 solar panels to the roof of Blackfriars Station over the 
River Thames in London as part of the Thameslink programme.  
Photo Network Rail.
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ERTMS BUSINESS CASE

Aspects of producing a business case for ERTMS
Prepared on behalf of the IRSE International Technical Committee  
by Rod Muttram

The purpose of the IRSE’s International Technical Committee 
(ITC)  is to provide thought leadership and disseminate 
learning on technical topics relevant to train control and 
communication systems. This provides value not only to IRSE 
members but also to the wider rail industry. The committee’s 
particular strength lies in its international membership, 
enabling engineering principles and practices from a diverse 
range of countries to be brought to bear upon the subjects 
that are debated.

In this report Rod Muttram explains the findings of the 
committee’s investigation into the business case for ERTMS, 
particularly in light of recent major projects.

Introduction
There have been many attempts to produce a business case to 
justify the implementation of ERTMS/ETCS either in a particular 
area/country or on a particular line of route. With a few notable 
exceptions such as Denmark and Norway many of them have 
ended in perceived ‘failure’ because the incremental benefits 
delivered relative to any alternative approaches are not seen 
as sufficient to justify the incremental costs. As a result there 
have been a lot of negative comments that ERTMS/ETCS is the 
‘wrong system’ and that railways should either continue with 
conventional line-side signalling or wait for the next generation 
of technology to emerge.

The ITC disagree. To a large degree these issues arise because 
of the way in which ERTMS/ETCS has evolved and the additional 
costs that have resulted; now it is time to move on.

ERTMS/ETCS has been shaped as an interoperable system and 
thus the ‘political’ justification and its underpinning economics 
have always been ‘supranational’ and several business cases have 
been produced that show positive benefits at that level.

The need to align the system to the requirements of all 
European Union (EU) member states (the number of which has 
grown throughout the specification development) to facilitate 
internal as well as cross border use has delayed finalisation of 
the specifications by many years and led to many iterations of 
the system development. In this climate any business case at 
the individual country or route level was and is bound to be 
challenging. But the latest Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
signed between the European Commission, the European Union 
Agency for Rail (ERA), the rail sector associations (representing 
the Infrastructure Managers and Railway Undertakings) and 
the signalling supply industry  http://bit.ly/2i4zHpo commits 
to stability in the Specifications at Baseline 3 Maintenance 
Release 2 (BL3 MR2) and to make all existing and future wayside 
installations interoperable with a Baseline 3 on-board. So whilst 
the specifications may still not be seen by some as ‘perfect for all 
uses’ a distinct point of stability has been reached.

ERTMS/ETCS is now really the ‘only show in town’ and it is time 
to ‘up the pace’ and drive costs down to produce the necessary 
economic and other benefits at the national and route level.

current context
In the last 20 years or so rail has enjoyed a renaissance in many 
areas. Many new cities have constructed Metros, and existing 
systems have been added to and/or extended. High speed 
rail has been a huge success in France, Germany, Spain, and 
Italy. Eurostar and Thalys have provided popular and successful 
international services in competition with short-haul airlines and 
in recent years China has opened over 19000 km of new lines 
since the first commenced service in April 2007; most of these 
lines use the CTCS-3 version of the Chinese Train Control System 
which has ETCS Level 2 at its core so that many times more ETCS 
kilometres have been run in China than in the rest of the world.

The UK has seen significant growth since privatisation in the 
early ‘90’s driven by a number of factors and on the inter-city 
and commuter routes is facing a capacity crisis. In the short term 
government has had to resort to the same unpopular measure 
used by governments of all colours for at least 40 years and 
choke off demand with high fares (or at least not subsidise 
to keep them down). Creating new capacity is a lengthy and 
expensive process, the ‘Digital Railway’ initiative using improved 
train control and supervision must be a key part of creating that 
capacity in a more affordable and timely way; and timeliness 
is becoming more imperative as the graph in Figure 1 below, 
courtesy of the European Union Agency for Rail, shows. At 
the European level all the efforts since 1995 establishing the 
Common Safety Method (CSM), Interoperability Directives 
and Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI) have only 
slowed the decline in freight and despite all the successes overall 
passenger market share has only returned to its 1995 level, and 
the growth is showing signs of levelling off. 

Further, rail is also facing new challenges. Particularly within 
Europe, reductions in the volume of the traditional bulk freight 
items such as coal and steel will be hard to replace; and if rail 
cannot address its high capital and operational costs, and the 
capacity issues in the areas where growth could occur, then new, 
more agile and less constrained solutions such as autonomous 
vehicles and road freight vehicle ‘fleeting’ are likely to not only 
meet the growth needs but to erode rail’s core market share 
further.

For those of us who believe in rail as an energy efficient and low 
land footprint mode of transport that would be a tragedy; none 
of us want to return to the days of decline. 

So, in the ITC’s view the time for discussion on the way forward 
or to wait for some new ‘better’ or ‘lower cost’ solution are over. 
Whilst it is accepted that deployment of ETCS on a mixed traffic 
railway is more complex than high speed, the Chinese experience 
shows what can be done in a very short time with the right focus 
and determination. Railways need to start seeking solutions 
rather than constantly looking for problems, and that includes 
being willing to change operational rules and practices rather 
than always looking for the technology to cover every eventuality 
and solve every problem. The ETCS specifications have been 
through three major iterations largely to accommodate the huge 
range of diverse national requirements across EU Member State 
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railways. One fundamental enabler to reducing the cost is to now 
keep the specifications stable so that the suppliers can amortise 
their accumulated development costs over an increasing pool of 
sales rather continuing to rack up new costs. This is particularly 
true for the on-board system where software development and 
homologation costs far exceed the cost of the hardware. There 
is also an urgent need to build up a pool of skilled resources for 
critical activities such as rolling stock fitment. That needs a well-
planned and consistent deployment, not ‘stop-go’. In that regard 
the MoU detailed above is considered a very positive step.

It is recognised that the national and supranational factors 
will still make it necessary for the EU and national governments 
to provide ‘pump priming’ funding. In the words of the MoU 
preamble para VIII “The timely realisation of the ambitious 
goals of ERTMS deployment will depend on the availability and 
efficient use of financial support at national and EU level.”

So now is the time to get on with ETCS deployment but to 
enable that some key factors need to be controlled to enable 
the maximum benefits at the minimum cost. Again, the MoU 
recognises this at preamble para X and tasks the ERA with 
coordinating efforts: “The Agency should drive a roadmap on 
ERTMS maturity and cost reduction, supporting the sector in 
producing tender templates, software evolution clauses and 
ensuring that the Control Command and Signalling TSI revision 
process will not cause uncertainty for users’ investments”.

This paper will attempt to set out some of factors to be 
considered in getting to an optimum scheme design and 
implementation strategy, based on the Committee’s experience, 
with the aim of helping to make the best case in all situations.

The factors to be considered in any ETCS investment/business 
case are considered in turn. They are not necessarily in priority 
order as that will depend on the specific circumstances of the 
area or line of route under consideration and the rolling stock 
that uses it. Nor are they necessarily comprehensive as there 
may be local factors and circumstances that bring in additional 
considerations (whilst aiming not to customise the equipment or 
its software beyond the specific application).

Factors for consideration
Political/standards compliance
ETCS is mandated in EU member States for all new mainline 
railway routes and all existing routes on upgrade or substantial 
renewal unless a specific derogation is sought. There is, 
therefore, an argument that says any Business Case is irrelevant; 
it is a matter of legal compliance and we should only be seeking 
the most cost effective implementation matched to the needs 
of the route. It is as yet unclear what the UK vote to leave the 
EU will mean in this regard, but making the assumption that 
Network Rail will move wholly outside this framework in the short 
term seems foolish in the extreme. Outside of the EU Directive 
compliance is clearly not required, and ETCS has to stand on 
its merits against other options. It is often compared in terms 
of costs and performance to ‘Metro’ type Communications 
Based Train Control (CBTC) systems. The complexity of the 
ETCS System Requirement Specification (SRS), which provides 
functionality to be able to implement many different railways’ 
operating rules and principles, is one of the main drivers of the 
system cost and thus far has largely negated any competitive 
cost advantages that might have come from having a standard 
solution from many manufacturers. The SRS has evolved over 
many years with three major revisions each of which has largely 
changed the details rather than the core functionality but has 
required the main functional software to be re-written and re-
homologated.

Some believe that to save costs the SRS needs to be simplified 
(but who will give their functions up); others favour a sub-division 
into a set of simpler ‘class or route type’ specifications, but 
that is likely to be politically unacceptable as it defeats the 
whole purpose of interoperability (even if in many cases such 
interoperability will never be exercised in practice).

Further, with such complex software, re-homologation times 
are long and further delays are really the last thing needed. 
The manufacturers are tired of change and believe that there 
is now a need for a period of stability to allow the substantial 
‘one off costs’ already incurred to be recovered. Certainly many 
implementation strategies require substantial numbers of trains 
to be fitted with the on-board system before ETCS can be 
commissioned and any benefits delivered and, as stated in the 
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introduction, software development and homologation costs 
amortised over too few unit sales are the main driver for the 
current high cost of on-board systems. The constant changes 
have also been a major cause of unreliability as some of the more 
obscure software bugs are only found after many hours and/
or km of field operation.  Stability of the specifications going 
forward should also enable real reliability growth to be achieved. 
CTCS-3 in China has achieved greater than 1 million kilometres 
between service affecting failures so it can be done, but all 
software changes inevitably introduce new bugs. The need to 
recover the substantial investment (of company money) made in 
ETCS Level 1 and 2 is also a significant barrier to further Level 3 
development.

So, the industry should now ‘run’ with Baseline 3 MR2.

All trains not ordered with ETCS already fitted should as a 
minimum be ‘ETCS ready’ with space and key interfaces provided 
ready for ETCS installation.

Any re-signalling in areas where ETCS is not a current 
requirement should also attempt, as far as possible, to install 
‘ETCS ready’ interlockings (see the ITC paper on ETCS Level 2 
over relay interlockings in the October 2016 IRSE NEWS). What 
‘ETCS ready’ means is also subject to some interpretation and 
there is merit in considering defining this more substantially 
including the possible provision of ‘locked out’ or ‘bridged out’ 
ETCS features within the interlocking software.

Change in Headway/Capacity/Reliability 
This is often cited as a major reason for and benefit of ETCS 
deployment. However, as well as the capability of the chosen 
ETCS system itself, this will also depend on other limiting factors 
on the route(s) concerned and any improvement will be relative 
to the capability of the existing system being replaced, which if it 
has been ‘tuned’ and ‘optimised’ in the past can be quite high.

Factors such as flat junctions, point swing times, power supply 
capacity etc. may all need to be addressed as well if additional 
capacity is to be released. A comprehensive systems evaluation is 
essential at the design stage and these additional costs will affect 
any business case (including any alternative control system to 
ETCS if it is to achieve the same system level outputs). 

Of course there is also no point in providing capacity that 
is not needed and despite the pressure on some parts of the 
infrastructure many routes remain underutilised. Justifying ETCS 

on these routes just for interoperability or technical commonality 
will always be difficult viewed in isolation.

Whole Life Cost 
Whole life cost (WLC) will be built from a wide range of factors 
and assumptions including the cost of the equipment and its 
projected maintenance (which may require significant skill-base 
changes) and operating costs over the planned lifecycle all 
compared to the equivalent costs for a range of alternatives 
including life extension of the existing systems. Technology 
lifecycles are becoming shorter and architectures which allow 
hardware to be updated whilst preserving key safety critical 
software assets are to be commended.

Estimates must include all costs including things like the need 
for additional power supplies, both for the signalling and the 
traction if more trains are to be run on an electrified route. It is 
also very important to consider timing issues (when will spend 
occur relative to when any benefits will start to be delivered?) and 
organisational factors (in a railway involving multiple entities in 
delivery, where do costs fall, where do benefits fall and what are 
the mechanisms for aligning these where they are not naturally 
aligned?). This is where governments and Regulators have a key 
role to play, both in mandating system fitment, aligning benefits 
and where necessary providing bridging funding where costs 
precede benefits to a significant degree.

Network Rail in the UK and Prorail in the Netherlands are 
currently working together on a migration strategy that they 
are calling ‘Hybrid’ ETCS. This involves overlaying ETCS Level 3 
(L3) over existing wayside infrastructure and then allowing L3 
equipped trains with a suitable Train Integrity Monitoring System 
(TIMS) to run in L3 at tighter headways than the fixed block 
structure would normally permit using either moving block or 
virtual block within the physical track circuit or axle counter 
sections. Trains with ETCS but no TIMS can run in Level 2. 
Unequipped or cab equipment/radio failed trains can either be 
run using procedural controls (with the control centre still able to 
track them) or on lineside signals if those are retained. This would 
allow transition to L3 to take place without 100% train fitment 
with both ETCS and TIMS. Lower track access charges for fully 
equipped trains that can run at the reduced headways would 
create an incentive for operators to fit whilst occasional users of 
the track section concerned can delay until the other routes over 
which they run are fitted. 

Successful deployment of ETCS requires widespread fitment of ETCS on-board equipment. Taking the UK case, ETCS 
comes fitted ‘as standard’ on stock including (from left to right), Siemens Class 700 for Thameslink, Bombardier Class 345 
Crossrail fleet and the Hitachi Class 800/801 for GWR and Virgin. Photos Siemens, Bombardier, Hitachi.
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Eventually when 100% fit is achieved the wayside infrastructure 
can be de-commissioned. Similar architectures have already been 
used for transition/migration in the Metro domain. Estimation of 
the whole life cost of this architecture requires judgements to be 
made about how long the residual track based train detection 
will need to be retained and maintained and may involve starting 
re-signalling earlier than would perhaps normally be the case, 
when the wayside elements are considered to still have the 
required remaining residual life, rather than reaching ‘life-expired’ 
condition as would more normally be the case. Book value for 
the updated system may comprise assets of several different 
ages at different points in their depreciation cycle. (For more 
detail on this architecture see “A Recipe for a fast Nationwide 
Migration to Robust ERTMS L3” by Martin Zweers and Maarten 
Bartholomeus, IRSE NEWS Issue 193, October 2013 and similar 
articles in SIGNAL+DRAHT, September 2013 and Railway Gazette 
International, September 2015).

It is also important not to forget ‘soft’ factors like the need 
to train and maintain the competency of staff in the new 
technologies and operating rules, which can also be substantial 
and logistically challenging.

Safety
ETCS is considered by the ITC to be the current ‘state of the 
art’ in terms of railway control systems for mainline railways. The 
incremental safety benefit brought by ETCS for existing lines will 
be highly dependent on the performance of the signalling or 
automatic train protection (ATP) system it replaces. 

The reduction in line-side infrastructure offered by ETCS Level 3 
or the Hybrid L2/L3 architectures currently being explored may 
also bring significant reductions in track worker risk.

British Rail’s 1994 analysis of ATP showed that the benefit it 
brought over and above that delivered by the then standard 
Automatic Warning System (AWS) system was insufficient to 
justify its cost on safety grounds. It was deemed to be ‘not 
reasonably practicable’ against benchmark values of preventing 
fatality. The UK now has supplemented AWS with the Train 
Protection and Warning System (TPWS) and most European 
railways have similar ‘Class B’ legacy systems. When compared 
to the safety levels delivered by these legacy systems the 
incremental safety benefit from ETCS over their maintenance/
renewal will thus be very small and is thus unlikely to form a 
significant part of any business case justification.

There will really only be a significant safety benefit where the 
railway or route concerned has no or little stop aspect or over-
speed enforcement. That said, the ITC is concerned that in the 
21st century there are still significant railway routes which lack 
consistent and fully effective over-speed enforcement as the 
recent Santiago de Compostela derailment in Spain, the Spyten 
Dyvel derailment on Metro North in the US (now being fitted 
with Positive Train Control - PTC -  the US ATP solution) and the 
TGV derailment at Strasbourg in France all serve to illustrate in 
different ways. Further, the collision at Bad Aibling demonstrates 
yet again that whilst it is operationally necessary to be able to 
manually override a stop signal the processes for doing that must 
be extremely robust. All these examples yet again demonstrate 
the importance of Human factors (and thus error proofing) in 
overall safety system design (a subject on which the ITC plans 
to produce an article soon). Older or disparate systems with 
multiple interfaces are more prone to these kinds of issues and a 

great deal of human factors work has gone into the ETCS design. 
The ITC question whether it really remains acceptable in the 21st 
century, with the technology that now exists, for any significant 
railway to continue to operate relying on the driver alone for 
speed control or a signaller/dispatcher alone to override a stop 
signal without decision support. ETCS and PTC are both better 
considered as essential modern safety systems and part of the 
current ‘state of the art’ preferred solution. It is the proposal to 
maintain or renew any alternative system which delivers a lower 
level of safety that should (in the ITC’s view) have to be fully 
justified. 

Equipment availability 
For most manufacturers ERTMS/ETCS is their current mainline 
ATP product with little else available as a modern offering. 
In the ITC’s view PTC is optimised for a predominantly heavy 
haul freight railway and its use of on-board equipment without 
a formal Safety Integrity Level (SIL) would be unlikely to be 
acceptable to most railways operating predominantly passenger 
services even where ETCS is not mandatory. In Europe the choice 
is therefore largely between ETCS and extending the life of 
heritage systems. For non-European Union routes with simple 
characteristics a metro derived CBTC solution is also a possibility. 
These alternatives often introduce significant uncertainties into 
life cost calculations. However, one of the significant arguments 
against a standard like ETCS is that it stifles innovation and 
the fact that specific actions are having to be taken to sustain 
the GSM-R train radio system as the commercial mobile 
communications world moves from 4G to 5G emphasises this so 
issues such as obsolescence need to be carefully considered for 
each specific scheme.

In a world where commercial technology is moving so fast 
rail needs to think differently. The critical investment now is in 
software not hardware and it is that that needs to be ‘future 
proofed’ by keeping the specification stable and making it as 
‘platform independent’ as possible.

conclusion
The problem faced by any ETCS business case is that both the 
costs and the benefits are influenced by a wide range of the 
above listed factors, some generic and others location, route, 
train or organisation specific. This impacts to such an extent 
that the synthesis of any ‘overall’ case becomes a very complex 
exercise the outcome of which is dependent on the judgemental 
selection of many options and assumptions and which is also 
impacted by a wide range of uncertainties. Any case produced 
is therefore relatively easy to challenge simply by selecting some 
different, but probably equally supportable, options.

The situation is not helped by the baseline from which any 
business case is judged being highly variable.

In the ITC’s view there is no ‘do nothing’ option if we want 
to have a safe, efficient and competitive railway system going 
forward and the time for agonising over business cases for ETCS 
is over. The way to drive the cost of ETCS down is to get on with 
deploying significant volumes of a consistent standard across 
many railways and stop ‘paralysis by analysis’.
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Presidential visit to Southern Africa Section
Charles Page BSc MBA FIRSE
President, IRSE

Introduction
One of the great privileges of being IRSE President 
is the opportunity to visit a variety of local sections 
around the world. Previous Past Presidents 
strongly recommended I find the time to visit the 
IRSE Southern African section, so in mid-August 
2016 I made the long trip from Melbourne to 
Johannesburg.

I last visited South Africa on a business trip over 10 
years ago and I was particularly keen to understand 
the changes that have occurred during the interim.  

In terms of railway infrastructure South Africa has 
some similarities to my home in Australia:

• Large distances between urban centres and 
between mines and port infrastructure;

• Passenger services concentrated in major cities 
with limited inter-city traffic;

• An extensive freight network outside of the 
cities, driven by the economically important 
resources sector - mainly iron ore, coal, 
manganese, ferrochrome and lime. This also 
supports the significant import and export of 
goods and commodities, both containerised 
and loose goods.

The great majority of the network is Cape gauge 
(1067 mm), except for the standard gauge Gautrain 
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) line between Johannesburg and 
Pretoria.

South Africa has been able to use their locally mined coal to 
inexpensively fuel their power-stations and electrify large parts of 
their network – 3kV dc in the cities and mainly 25kV ac for freight. 
There is a limited amount of 50kV ac but only the iron ore export 
line between Sishen in the Northern Cape and Saldhana on the 
west coast.

As a result there are numerous ac/dc changeover yards 
throughout the country. A massive program of locomotive fleet 
renewal for freight is introducing dual voltage locomotives on a 
large scale, with the intent of phasing out the ac/dc changeover 
yards.

The railways of South Africa are suffering the effects of a long 
period of negligible investment. For approximately 25 years 
(more than a generation) the railways were simply neglected. 
This has resulted in a major infrastructure debt in terms of the 
condition of assets and the ability to deliver reliable services. 

Something of a renaissance started in the late 2000’s fuelled 
(and funded) by the resources boom. There were some false 
starts but much was still achieved using locally developed and/or 
adapted technology.

This resurgence of rail is currently somewhat under threat due to 
the downturn in demand for resources, affecting  freight transport 
volumes. However, a large proportion of the population is also 
dependent on public transport - rail, buses and the combi-taxi 
industry. Chronic traffic congestion in the major cities has created 
ongoing support for improved passenger rail services. 

Organisation
Reorganisation and commercialisation of Transnet and South 
Africa’s railways began in the early 1990s. The original commuter 
and long distance passenger services were Transnet subsidiaries, 
but by 2008 the freight and passenger operations had been 
separated, with freight remaining with a restructured Transnet 
and passenger services placed in PRASA (Passenger Rail Agency 
of South Africa).

Transnet Freight Rail
Transnet Freight Rail (TFR) is part of the wider government 
owned Transnet organisation that is also responsible for train 
maintenance, national pipeline infrastructure, ports and harbours. 
TFR has around 25,000 employees and about 22,000km of track. 
It has has been a beneficiary of the resources boom with much 
investment in new rolling stock and some line upgrades. 

Most of the TFR network is operated by a locally developed 
control system (CS90) with a high level of integration. CS90 
allows an operator to seamlessly set an end to end route through 
multiple types of signalling territories such as CTC and computer 
aided train order working. I was fortunate to receive a number 
of presentations on CS90 and to see one instance in action at 
the Nelspruit control centre at Kaapmuiden, about 30km east of 
Nelspruit.  Advanced as its functionality is, CS90 is now coming 
to the end of its current technology cycle and TFR is actively 
considering its options to migrate the system onto a more 
modern platform, or potentially to consider other strategies. 

Railways of South Africa. Image Wikimedia Commons/Htonl.
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PRASA
PRASA carries about 2 million passengers per weekday. PRASA 
controls 471 railway stations  and 2,228 km of track, with 
approximately 15,000 employees. 

It operates the urban rail transport systems in Cape Town, 
Gauteng (inc the Johannesburg-Pretoria area), Ethekwini (greater 
Durban), Port Elizabeth and East London. It also operates the 
long distance mainline passengers services between these over 
TFR tracks. 

PRASA is currently part-way through a program for a 
conventional signalling upgrade of the majority of its network 
using computer based interlockings. This program has been 
split into three major packages – The Gauteng area by Siemens, 
Durban by Bombardier and Cape Town by Thales. 

There has been a successful ERTMS Level 2 pilot installation 
with two RBCs in the Gauteng area. This is now being followed 
by the tendering of a full ERTMS L2 rollout across the Gauteng, 
Durban and Cape Town areas. Requirements baseline v2.3 has 
been specified for the trackside but v3.0 for the rolling stock. 
The chosen baselines are timing-related, given that the trackside 
upgrade and new rolling stock contracts were awarded some 
years ago. Some of the trains have already been delivered and 
will require upgrading, but subsequent trains will be delivered 
with ERTMS equipped.

A dedicated central control centre has been built for the 
upgraded Gauteng network, based in the Gauteng Nerve Centre 
in Kaalfontein between Germiston and Pretoria. I was fortunate 
enough to see it, and it is certainly an impressive facility. 

In plan view the GNC looks like a human eye, reinforcing the 
idea of its vigilance over the network. Eventually all PRASA 
urban train control for Gauteng will be based here and the bold 
architecture and advanced facilities reflect that ambition. Similar 
control centres will be built for Ethekwini and Cape Town

Currently train control is highly distributed across the region 
and many efficiencies and service improvements are anticipated 
from the consolidation. For the moment lines are being added 
progressively. There remain many organisational challenges to 
this consolidation process.

As with any centralisation of this type there is an understandable 
obsession with the robustness and availability of the installation, 
as any failure impacts so much more of the network than with 
the previous distributed control arrangements. As an example, 
the redundant power feeds into the building are buffered by a 
continuously operating flywheel energy storage arrangement 

that ensures there is sufficient power to carry the system over any 
brownouts during supply change-over.  These massive machines 
make a lot of noise, to the point where I briefly thought that 
diesel backups must already be in operation!

Gauteng PPP
I had the opportunity to travel on the Gautrain line from 
Johannesburg to Pretoria and to visit their depot and control 
facility. Gautrain is a PPP concession and therefore operates 
independently.

This line was still under construction when I last visited South 
Africa so it was good to see it in action. It is certainly a very fast, 
comfortable and convenient service with what seemed a largely 
business oriented clientele travelling between the economic 
hubs. 

The first services started operating between Sandton and 
the airport in June 2010, in time for the World Cup football. 
The route from Rosebank to Pretoria opened in 2011, with the 
remaining section from Rosebank south to Johannesburg Park 
Station opening in 2012. It currently has about 80km of route and 
carries approximately 70,000 passengers per day at speeds up 
to 160km/h. The line is standard gauge and electrified to 25Kv 
ac. Bombardier is part of the PPP concession and the signalling 
is based on their CityFlo 450 product line, using EBILOCK 950 
interlockings.

A number of line extensions are being planned, potentially 
going from the east of Pretoria, from Mamelodi, to the west of 
Johannesburg, to Soweto and then linking Lanseria and Cosmo, 
then Randburg into Sandton and then going from the airport 
down to Boksburg. 48 new trains are already in the process 
of being acquired plus signalling upgrades are planned to 
accommodate this additional capacity.

Local technology
The high reliance on local capability and support for custom 
developments is marked. This was originally a necessary 
approach given the isolation brought about by the economic 
sanctions imposed on Apartheid era South Africa. However, it 
has since been sustained by the Black Economic Empowerment 
(BEE) policies of the last 20+ years. High levels of localisation are 
mandatory in all railway contracts.

There is a high recognition and basic acceptance of CENELEC 
standards, but they are not mandated. The assurance approach is 
more validation-based. That can create some anomalies as most 
of the locally developed or adapted technologies are European 
based but the processes used for validation are more US based. 

GNC – Gauteng nerve centre.
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A key driver for local adaptations is the incredibly high levels 
of vandalism and theft. The perpetrators have a legendary 
determination and ingenuity and their attacks occur on a 
seemingly industrial scale. 

Cabling, solar panels and battery systems are actively 
targeted. However, anything can and will be damaged or stolen. 
Sometimes the effort involved seems quite illogical given the 
rewards available. There are concerns that even ERTMS balises 
may be stolen and broken up for the tiny amounts of copper and 
aluminium involved - at least until they learn it is not worth the 
trouble. Unfortunately, with so many people involved, it may take 
a long time for that realisation to propagate. 

This endemic theft is clearly driven by high levels of poverty and 
unemployment but you can only wonder what could be achieved 
if these talents were more productively applied. Policing and 
justice systems are not effective at this level of crime and civil 
disobedience.

The response of the industry has been equally determined.

• The use of copper cabling is ruthlessly minimised and Fibre 
Optic cabling is preferred. 

• Whatever cannot be buried or cast in concrete is made 
as least attractive to thieves as possible. Razor wire and 
electric fences feature prominently around even minor 
installations.

• The standard SER/Location design is a concrete bunker 
with bank style multipoint locking doors. All cable entries 
are underground.

Much of the drive towards cab signalling comes from the 
associated reduction in trackside, and hence vulnerable, 
equipment.

Local industry
I was fortunate to be shown around by representatives from a 
number of prominent suppliers based in the country. 

Siemens
Siemens is one of the most signficant local suppliers, having 
won the largest tranche of the recent conventional signalling 
upgrades, for of the order of 90 stations in the Gauteng area.

Such a large contract has given them the opportunity to deploy 
a highly standardised design. The core solution is based on their 
SICAS S7 interlocking plus SIMIS derived vital I/O modules. The 
modularised design is optimised for the local standard of location 
huts with the equipment wired in the factory within a space frame 
and connector coupled. 

Completed assemblies are wheeled into a test suite where a 
‘hardware in the loop’ test environment is driven by scripts and 
all responses logged. Principles testing is also conducted here. 
Given the highly geographic nature of South African signalling 
the level of test automation can be extensive.

After testing, the installation can be partially disassembled via 
the provided connectors and re-installed on site with a minimum 
of fuss.

I was intrigued by the battery backup system being used. It 
is based on Sodium Nickel Chloride technology with claims of 
zero maintenance, deep cycle tolerant, ultra long life, no out-
gassing and high capacity retention. Distinctively the technology 
involves a molten salt electrolyte and so also operates at very 
high temperatures (400° C plus). They are packaged in a rugged 
stainless steel module that is sunk into the ground in the floor of 
the location. The module has a double walled construction with 
vacuum insulation and so retains heat very efficiently.

Like many South African based suppliers, Siemens also has an 
extensive signalling business across sub-Saharan Africa. Siemens 
is currently deploying a PTC style system on a freight railway that 
extends across Mozambique and through Malawi.

ACTOM
ACTOM is a local signalling company that has partnered with 
Alstom to deliver their technology. In particular, they offer their 
well-known VPI electronic interlocking.

VPI is not natively a geographic interlocking technology, being 
fundamentally based on free-wired concepts. Using template 
designs or library functions for standard objects was not 
considered sufficient to qualify VPI as a geographic interlocking, 
as too much manual intervention in the design and test process 
would have been required. As a response, ACTOM has locally 
developed a more advanced configuration suite to turn the free-
wired VPI into an object style geographic interlocking. 

The primary design process is graphical with a diverse and more 
text based secondary design approach that allows the outputs of 
the two methods to be cross checked.

ACTOM also has a strong positioning in yard control systems 
and I was fortunate to visit one such installation at Elandsfontein. 

The system uses a Commercal Off the Shelf (COTS) industrial 
safety PLC for the logical controls. The controlled points have 
local push button controls and indicators. Points locking uses a 
locally developed flange style axle counter. A network of central 
and local area control panels allows control of the yard from a 
variety of convenient locations.

One of the ‘concrete bunker’ type signalling equipment rooms. Elandsfontein Yard.
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Gear Rail
Gear Rail has a diverse railway business and has partnered with 
a variety of companies to deliver technology and services. In 
particular it has had a long term relationship with Ansaldo STS in 
the region.

A key part of the current GEAR Rail portfolio is the OBC system 
(from their Brazilian partner, Alta Rail Technology) that is widely 
deployed across Transnet. 

At its heart the OBC is a non-vital GPS based automatic train 
protection system. This provides an ‘Electronic Fence’ type 
enforcement of movement authorities and continuous speed 
supervision.  It has been extensively developed to provide a high 
level of integration with other loco systems and diagnostics to 
contribute to a broader train management and communications 
hub functionality. 

The IRSE in Southern Africa
The Southern African section of the IRSE has been in existence 
for over 35 years, and in fact it was their 35th anniversary at the 
time of my visit. It currently has approximately 70 members, with 
groups meeting at the major railway centres of Johannesburg/
Pretoria, Cape Town and Durban.

The section has broad representation from the industry both in 
terms of members and committee with an increasing diversity. 

During my visit I gave a two part presentation. The first was 
on the work of the IRSE internationally. The second, at their 
request, was an overview of the railways of Australia including 
the technologies employed. Groups in Cape Town and Durban 
joined the meeting by video conference links, and participated 
actively in the subsequent Q&A session. 

The railways of South Africa are experiencing a high demand for 
signalling and train control expertise. This has been exacerbated 
by a long period of under investment, with a consequential a loss 
of talent from the industry and a lack of investment in bringing 
on younger engineers. There is therefore a major skills gap. 
The few experienced engineers still active in the market are in 

high demand, particularly from the supply industry who have 
major projects to deliver. There is widespread investment in the 
development of graduate engineers. However, retention remains 
a problem as they are generally a highly employable and mobile 
generation.

The supply industry has some advantages in so far as they 
can generally be more flexible in recruitment and remuneration 
policies. 

It is clear that there is a major opportunity for the IRSE to 
contribute to closing this skills gap and to help the industry build 
its local capabilities to a high standard. 

One priority is to ensure that the IRSE and its activities are 
properly recognised by the Engineering Council of South 
Africa (ECSA). Registration with ECSA is now mandated for all 
Professional Engineers. ECSA operates a continuing professional 
development program and the IRSE needs to ensure its activities 
qualify to earn ECSA CPD points. The local committee is actively 
pursuing this recognition and it is hoped that this will further 
raise the profile of the IRSE in South Africa and add value to its 
members.

Thanks
I hope this article has illustrated how my visit to South Africa was 
both enjoyable and valuable in terms of the insights afforded. I 
saw a lot a very short period of time, thanks to the exceptional 
organisational skills of the IRSE’s local Committee members and 
the goodwill of local industry. It is clear that the IRSE in Southern 
Africa has a strong future ahead of it.

I would like very much to thank all of those involved in making 
my visit a success. A particular thank you goes to Ryan Gould, 
the local IRSE Section Secretary, who led the organisation of my 
visit and who gave so generously of his time to make sure it was 
a success. 

Gauteng attendees at IRSE Southern Africa Section event.
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  News from the IRSE
Francis how

6th Presidential Programme Technical Paper
The sixth of our Presidential Programme Technical Papers will be 
presented in London on 14 March by Henri van Houten (Prorail) 
and Nicola Furness (Network Rail).  The event takes place at 
the IET (Savoy Place) at 18.00, with refreshments available from 
17.30.

Our railways are full. We need more capacity. ETCS Level 3 
should be able to deliver better capacity, reduce costs, improve 
flexibility and increase reliability in comparison with ETCS Level 
2. But does ETCS Level 3 actually exist, or is it still a theoretical 
concept not yet fully defined?

In this presentation the authors, both of whom are experts in 
the field of ERTMS, will explore the current status of ETCS Level 
3 and share the results of collaborative development work on 
Level 3 being carried out by Network Rail and ProRail.

Annual Dinner in London
A further reminder that the IRSE’s Annual Dinner will take place 
at The Savoy in London on the evening of Friday 21 April, at 
which our Guest of Honour will be David Waboso, Director of the 
Digital Rail Programme in Great Britain.  If your company wishes 
to host a table at this ever-popular event, please contact Hilary 
Cohen in the IRSE office (hilary.cohen@irse.org) as soon as 
possible, as the event is almost fully booked.

The meeting will be preceded by the Institution’s Annual 
General Meeting, at 18.00 in the IET Savoy Place (next to The 
Savoy), to which all are welcome.

IRSE 2017 Convention: 25 – 29 September
The 2017 IRSE Convention takes place in September, in the 
Dallas/Fort Worth area of the USA.  We are now taking bookings 
for this event – go to the convention page of the IRSE website 
(http://bit.ly/1TdsxOr) or to the Events Calendar.  

This year we are offering discounted rates for people who book 
early, and the event is also open to non-members.  See the 
booking form for more details.

Stephenson Conference 25-27 April
The Stephenson Conference brings together rail researchers 
and rail industry people from 15+ countries around the world 
to present and discuss ~70 papers on a wide range of research, 
coupled with real-life case studies of the application of that 
research.  

The event also has several keynote speakers, including 
Mark Carne (Chief Executive Office, Network Rail), Carlo 
Borghini (Executive Director, Shift2Rail Programme), and 
Professor John Miles Arup/Royal Academy of Engineering 
Research Professor in Transitional Energy Strategies, University of 
Cambridge (UK).

The 2nd Stephenson Conference will take place in London on 
25 – 27 April 2017.  More information and booking details are 
available from http://bit.ly/2kOqQhh.

Engineering Institutions in the 21st century
A number of the UK-based Professional Engineering Institutions 
(PEIs) are exploring what can be done to ensure that PEIs remain 
relevant to engineers and society in the 21st Century.  The IRSE 
is actively participating in this initiative.  If you would like to read 
a little more about this initiative, go to http://bit.ly/2jRFd2H.

Joining the Digital Age
In November 2016 the IRSE co-hosted a discussion workshop 
on the challenges and opportunities of digital technology for 
train control systems and traffic management systems in the UK.  
The report from the event has now been published, capturing 
the key thoughts emerging from the discussion.  It is intended 
to stimulate feedback and further debate, and you can see it at 
http://bit.ly/2kdjDEp. 

A further workshop is planned for 8 March.  If you would like to 
participate, you can find contact details on page 7 of the report.

IRSE MATTERS

For more information 
on IRSE activities 
visit our website

Do we have your 
most up to date 

details?

The best place to visit for information 
on institution membership, activities, 
publications and up-to-date news is 
our website at www.irse.org.

Also look out for our tweets at  
@IRSEHQ.

Please take the time to check your 
details on our new database system. 
Visit www.irse.org, click on the 
Login to IRSE link, enter your email 
address and password, and click on 
My Record on the left hand side of 
the screen.

Thanks for checking!
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Applying to take the 2017 IRSE Examination 
hedley calderbank (on behalf of the Education & Professional Development committee)

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

In recent years, particularly in 2014 and 2015, many more 
candidates have been taking the IRSE Examination, but pass 
rates have been lower than 50% in some modules, suggesting 
lack of knowledge, experience or preparation by some 
candidates. 

The IRSE Council set up a special working group to address this 
problem.  Following a survey of 2015 examination candidates, 
the group recommended that every candidate should have to get 
the support of a sponsor, who would have to be an IRSE member 
(MIRSE or FIRSE) before applying to take the exam papers for 
modules in 2016.

This was implemented and the impact on applications appears 
to have been significant, with a 36% reduction in the number 
of module exam papers taken. Candidates chose to enter 
fewer modules on average, so the reduction in the number 
of candidates was somewhat lower, at 22%.  This had led 
to a welcome reduction in workload for the IRSE’s volunteer 
examiners and, we hope, fewer failed papers.

Surveys of candidates and sponsors suggest that the 
sponsorship process worked smoothly.  Nearly all sponsors 
who replied thought that the process had been a positive step, 
and about a third of them had refused to sponsor at least one 
candidate for at least one module.  It is also likely that the 
existence of the process caused some potential candidates to 
defer their applications until they felt more ready, or to apply for 
fewer modules. Thank you to those of who acted as sponsors.

In the light of these encouraging results and the opinions of 
sponsors, a similar process will operate in 2017, although it 
will be slightly different to the 2016 process.  It is intended to 
encourage earlier engagement between sponsor and candidate, 
while not increasing the administrative workload of the sponsors 
or the IRSE office staff.

Stage 1 – Initial Discussion between Candidate 
and Sponsor (February/March in the year of the 
examination)
The candidate identifies a sponsor who is MIRSE or FIRSE and 
who, wherever possible, knows their capabilities.  Together they 
discuss the modules to be taken and the candidate’s written 
study plan.  The plan should describe how the candidate intends 
to prepare for the exam, with target dates for the various 
elements.  The sponsor says what enhancements to the study 
plan, evidence of study, and any other requirements that the 
candidate must deliver before the sponsor is willing to endorse 
the exam application.  Nothing needs to be submitted to IRSE 
office at this stage.

Stage 2 – Submission of Sponsorship Declaration Form 
(SDF) signed by Sponsor (by 30 April)
The candidate asks the sponsor to sign the SDF.  If the sponsor 
considers that the candidate is capable of passing the selected 
module(s), the candidate sends the signed form to IRSE office, 
not later than 30 April.  The SDF will be checked by IRSE 
office and an email sent to the candidate authorising them to 
complete an online application to take the exam module(s) 
applied for.  Exceptionally, sponsors have the option of deferring 
their decision to 31 May to give the candidate more time to 
convince them that they are on course to pass the exam.  But 
in this case, candidates still have to submit a ‘decision deferred’ 
SDF by 30 April, followed by a fully endorsed SDF by 31 May. 
The candidate then applies to sit the Examination by the usual 
deadline of 30 June.

If you intend to take the IRSE exam this year, you will see from 
the dates above that you need to start taking action now.  Exam 
applications will only be accepted from candidates who have 
submitted a SDF by 30 April.

A slightly amplified version of this information is available as 
a Guidance Note on the Exam page of the IRSE website – see 
http://bit.ly/2aTukKF.

MINOR RAILWAYS SECTION
Your assistance please: can you help the Minor Railways sector?

David heliwell
One of the aims of the Minor Railways Section (MRS), is to 

provide support and guidance to the Minor Railways sector.  
The MRS is aware that there are members of the IRSE that are 
happy to share their knowledge with railways that do not have 
the technical knowhow that they should have, in order to comply 
with the rules and regulations.  While the MRS committee do try 
and help in this area by providing guidance notes on particular 
subjects, it is very difficult for a member of the committee, say 
based in Sussex, to be able support a railway on site in the North 
East of England for a particular skill.

The MRS is therefore trying to build a database of members 
across the UK who are willing to provide support of a technical 
nature, in order to assist a railway that does not have the skills 
available.  The skill base is not just limited to traditional heritage 
signalling, as help is also required with telecoms, Internet 
solutions, principles, rules and regulations, level crossings, 
training etc.  The information held on this database will only 

be available to the committee of the MRS and will not released 
publicly.  

The way the system will work is if the MRS is approached for 
assistance, a member with the suitable skills will be asked to 
contact the railway concerned directly, to see if they can help 
rather than the members contact details being passed to the 
railway concerned.

If you are willing to help another railway and are willing to be 
entered onto the database, please can you make contact with the 
MRS document controller by email (mrsdc@irse.org) in the first 
instance.  The MRS Document controller will then send you the 
spreadsheet headings for you to populate.

The MRS looks forward to receiving support from the rest of 
the Institution in order to achieve the aims of the section and to 
support with the provision of best practice to the Minor Railways 
sector. 
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MIDLAND & NORTH WESTERN SECTION
December Technical Paper: Innovations in Signalling Design

Neil Archer & Matthew Weingarth (Network Rail)
Report by Paul Darlington

The fourth talk of the UK Midland & North Western Section of 
2016-17 in Manchester was very well attended, given that it 
was held just over a week before Christmas 2016. The Section 
was delighted that 30 people had taken a break from the 
festive celebrations to find out about the innovations being 
implemented in signalling design.  

The Signalling Innovations Group (SIG) in Network Rail are 
undertaking a number of programmes of development work to 
drive efficiencies in the design process. Neil and Ian provided an 
overview of the programmes and demonstrated key deliverables 
from specific projects. These included demonstrations of the new 
asset inventory surveying tool, signal sighting form tool and tail 
lamp video recorder. 

SIG has been gradually building up a portfolio of design and 
construction tools that have become part of the day job for many 
projects. But not every project that could have benefited from 
an idea has, because often the innovation or idea has not been 
communicated as well as it could have been. This was soon clear 
from the Q&A, which is why it was great to see a well supported 
talk, and which demonstrates the value of local IRSE section talks.

The Signalling National Innovation Portfolio (SNIP) programme 
objectives are to: reduce cost & timescales, improve safety by 
reducing site visits, provide automated data entry and increase 
efficiency & automation. The heart of one of the main tools 
is data and automation via System Design Exchange Format 
(SDEF). This is based on the XML format and is managed and 
controlled by NR, but which is compatible with other formats 
such as Rail ML. The system allows a high definition video to be 
taken from a train and then to overlay positional information pixel 
by pixel and frame by frame. 

One example of the output of the SDEF is the production of 
signal sighting forms.  A cab mounted video of a section of 
track can be overlaid with the location and a height of a signal 
and any other planned infrastructure, such as a bridge and 
OHLE structure, allowing viewing assessment from a number of 
angles and points. This also allows the planned location of other 
structures to be optimised for signal sighting. Once the location 
is agreed the system can automatically produce the signal 
sighting form. This has been estimated as producing a signal 
sighting form 13 times quicker than traditional methods, while 
reducing trackside exposure to staff, together with the automatic 
generation of asset data in order to manage the asset throughout 
its lifetime. 

Developments from SNIP include AIR – Automatic Image 
Recognition and CVM – Collaborative Video Modelling. AIR is 
the use of machine vision components to undertake automated 
image analysis and to recognise, with reasonable accuracy, the 
position of railway assets from video images and laser profiles 
recorded at high speed. This sounds simple, but has been very 
challenging to achieve with 4K resolution video technology.

Neil and Matthew explained that all the track recording units 
are equipped with bracketry and cabling for 4K and laser 
surveying equipment, and can be equipped relatively quickly as 
required. The design has been subject to safety validation and all 
certification is now in place. 

Feedback from users of the surveying tools are that they are 
finding additional benefits of the system that were not envisaged 
by the designers, which is great news. One example is a project 
that was able to accurately identify the exact location of all scrap 
rail. As a result of the video and survey tools providing exact 
positional information and measuring capability, they were able 
to issue to their recovery contractor an accurate inventory of all 
the required recoveries. This ensured the right resource could be 
planned and deployed, without anyone going to site and putting 
people at unnecessary risk.

The questions and answers included how designers and 
surveyors could gain access to the virtual surveys. The NR team 
explained that all the intellectual property arrangements allowed 
for this, with the only constraint being that it can only be released 
to people who are trained, and that arrangements are in place to 
deliver the training are in place. All people using equipment at 
work must be adequately trained to ensure health and safety in 
its use, so this so this is a win win for everyone. Other questions 
focused on how the virtual safety tools could be used for other 
disciplines. Neil and Matthew were keen to confirm that the 
license arrangements allow for development and innovation for 
other purposes, and they encouraged people to request access 
to the systems for any lineside surveying requirement.

Anybody requiring further information on the signalling design 
tools from SIG should contact them at SIG@networkrail.co.uk. 
They also have support available for existing users of the tools at 
ConfigEng@networkrail.co.uk.

The M&NW section would like to thank Arup for making their 
excellent meeting facilities available, and for the extensive 
refreshments provided.  
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SWISS SECTION
Driverless trains and Zurich airport

George Raymond

Forty-one members and guests of the IRSE 
Swiss Section gathered at Zurich airport on 
11 November 2016 for an event on driverless 
trains and a behind-the-scenes look at the cable-
powered Skymetro that connects the airport’s 
terminals.  The event’s organiser was member 
Ernst Hedinger.

A Swiss view of driverless trains
Wolfgang Hüppi of the Swiss Federal Office of 
Transport presented his agency’s perspective 
on driverless trains.  Driverless cableways have 
been operating in the Alps for decades.  Some 
ore trains in South Africa drive automatically; the 
driver merely monitors the system.  Many metro 
lines, including the M2 metro line in Lausanne and 
Paris’s Line 14, on which the M2 was based, have 
no staff on board at all.  

Today’s driverless trains work on lines with 
homogenous rolling stock operating on a sealed-
off infrastructure that do not exchange trains 
with the outside world.  Making trains driverless 
on main-line railways, with their heterogenous 
vehicles, mixed traffic and exposed right-of-way, is 
much more difficult.

Interoperability and interfaces
The main challenges for driverless trains on main-line railways, 
Mr Hüppi said, are rider acceptance and fear, guaranteeing free 
network access and interoperability, choosing the right level 
of automation, going beyond technical feasibility to prove a 
business case, and risk analysis.  Technical issues facing main-line 
driverless trains include:

• The interface between the infrastructure operator and train 
operators.

• The interface between the system for driverless train 
operation and ETCS, both lineside and on board.  

• Different braking curves of different trains.  
• Different door locations on different trains, which prohibit 

metro-style platform screen doors.
• Using an end-of-train device to monitor train integrity, which 

is acceptable in North America but not yet in Europe.
Mr Hüppi said that the effect of driverless trains on riders, 
operators, safety, quality, capacity and costs is unknown.  
Automatic driving technologies must not just present a positive 
business case but also market advantages.  Safety must remain 
at least as good as it is now.  Automatic driving may be good 

IRSE Swiss Section members overlook the Terminal E station of Zurich airport’s driverless 
Skymetro.  Just ahead is the crossover that will take the three-car train onto the other 
track so it can return to Terminals A and B.
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for bottlenecks at nodes, allowing fewer reserves and time gains 
without more tracks.  Trials could begin on short sections with the 
worst congestion.  On new lines, automatic driving could allow 
shorter headways and easier dispatching.

Mr Hüppi encouraged engineers to not reinvent the wheel, to 
observe foreign practice and to seek interoperability and cross 
acceptance.  

Zurich airport’s driverless train:  the Skymetro
An example of a Swiss driverless train is the Skymetro, a cable-
powered people mover between Terminals A/B and Terminal E 
at Zurich airport.  A number of Skymetro staff greeted us, led by 
Beat Dübendorfer, who heads the internal passenger transport 
systems, including elevators, doors, escalators, docking bridges 
and the Skymetro.

The Skymetro runs in two parallel, 1138 metre tunnels.  
Turnback tracks beyond each station allow trains to reverse.  In 
peak periods, three trains of three cars each run on 3.5 minute 
headways.  

Air pads instead of wheels
Skymetro trains do not run on rails, but rather on twin concrete 
strips.  28 air pads lift each car 0.2 to 0.3 mm as a train cruises at 
up to 48 km/h.

Track schematic of the Skymetro.  Source: Zurich Airport.

IRSE SWISS SECTION
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complex expansion
When design of Terminal E and the Skymetro began in the early 
1990s, Swissair wanted to run Terminal E and keep all their transit 
passengers there.  Built among the runways, Terminal E doubled 
the number of gates at Zurich airport.  The Skymetro, which runs 
8 metres beneath Runway 10-28, was expected to handle mostly 
arriving and departing passengers, who must pass via Terminals 
A/B.  Two-car trains seemed adequate.  

Swissair went bankrupt in 2001.  Skymetro started running in 
2003.  As local and transit passenger counts increased, airport 
management sought to lengthen trains from two cars to three.  
This led to an expansion project in 2009-2010 during which 
Skymetro ran at half its capacity for seven months.

Two kinds of transit passengers
Part of the upgrade involved separating transit passengers 
into two flows:  arrivals from airports with EU-standard security, 
including the US, and arrivals from other countries belonging to 
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) whose airport 
security was deemed somewhat different.  Only the latter must 
re-pass a security check in Zurich.

Each car of a Skymetro train was assigned to one of the two 
security levels.  New glass walls across each platform channelled 
passengers onto their part of the train.  The control system now 
allows a three-car Skymetro train to stop with its middle car in 
either the ICAO zone or the EU zone.

As relative passenger volumes change, the Skymetro operator 
can switch the middle car between the ICAO and EU zones.  This 
requires stopping all trains.  When an ICAO car becomes an EU 
one, security staff must inspect it for left items and stowaways.

A three-car Skymetro negotiates the crossover under Zurich airport’s 
Terminal E to reverse direction. 

Beat Dübendorfer shows us the Skymetro workshop as a train enters 
the Terminal E crossover.  A separate cable loop pulls trains into the 
workshop.  The circles show the placement of each car’s 28 air pads. 
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EU and ICAO secure zones.  Source: Zurich Airport.

During the Skymetro’s 2009-2010 partial shutdown, the airport’s Gate 
E34 closed for six months for construction of this opening, which let 
cranes lower three more cars into the Terminal E station.  
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Focus on reliability
Zurich airport saw 26 million passengers in 2015; the total 
for 2016 was expected to top 27 million.  A few times in July 
2016, more than 100,000 passengers used the airport in a 
single day.  Skymetro can move up to 8200 passengers per 
hour and direction and is essential to passengers’ making their 
connections.  To assure both safety and reliability, three parallel 
systems control the Skymetro trains; operations can continue if at 
least two of the systems are working.  

The companies Poma and Otis designed and built the 
Skymetro, but their consortium was dissolved in 2006.  
Skymetro’s staff of 18 work in three daily shifts.  At least two 
people are needed to monitor operations during the day, but 
more are on duty for maintenance during the night shift, when 
trains stop for six hours.

Maintenance focuses on the workings of the cables and grips, 
but also on the car doors:  dirt enters their mechanisms and some 
passengers try to hold or force the doors open.

An empty Skymetro train arrives at the end of the Terminal E turnback 
track.  The white pulleys are about to lower the right-hand cable and 
raise the left-hand cable so the train can grip it and depart in the other 
direction.  Both cable sections are part of the turnback’s cable loop.  

Cable grip on a Skymetro car.  In the course of a round trip, a train 
changes its grip to a different section of cable six times:  It grips each 
main-line cable loop once to move between stations.  And it grips 
each turnback’s cable loop twice to reverse direction.  Car grips move 
sideways and the cables move up and down to get the right cable into 
the right grip.  Control room operators can monitor these operations on 
their screens.  

Part of the Skymetro cable winding system.  A cable loop for a main 
track is about 2400 metres long.  In 2007, a main cable wheel broke; 
getting a new wheel took six weeks.  This led to better spare-part 
readiness.  Photo Daniel Pixley.

Fire and water
The Skymetro tunnels are equipped with fire detectors, 
ventilators and fire doors.  A ventilator at the closed end of the 
tunnels at Terminals A/B can either extract bad air or blow it 
towards the openings above the Terminal E station.  The tunnels 
lie in ground water; pumps keep them dry.

Photos by Henry Raymond except as noted.

A YouTube search for IRSE Skymetro Zurich should yield a video 
of our visit.

Zurich airport’s driverless Skymetro: We even got to ride it. 
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YOUNGER MEMBERS SECTION
IRSE 2016 Younger Members Annual Seminar and 

Technical Visit November 2016
Enhancing rail capacity across the UK

Matt Slade, IRSE YM chair
Commonwealth Games, Champions League venue and Cultural 
City of Europe - Glasgow is a proud city. And now Glasgow 
has the jewel in the crown to add to its already impressive list 
of accolades: It was the location of the IRSE Younger Members 
Annual Seminar and Technical Visit in November 2016!

In recent years, this Younger Members (YM) flagship event has 
journeyed around England’s railway hot spots, and in 2016 the 
YM Committee felt it was high time to take the event north of 
the border. With the IRSE Scottish Section Annual Dinner already 
established as the ‘go to’ rail event in Scotland, the scheduling 
of the Seminar was arranged to coincide, in order to promote the 
event to more Younger Members. 

The chosen theme of “Enhancing Rail Capacity Across the UK” 
sought to cast the spotlight of the Seminar on parts of the rail 
network other than just London and the South-East of England 
(where capacity problems are most acute). With Borders Rail, 
the Edinburgh-Glasgow Improvement Plan (EGIP), and the 
impending upgrade to the Glasgow Subway, Scotland certainly 
has a number of success stories and interesting projects to 
present and discuss. 

Laying on a true Scottish welcome to those travelling up from 
South of the border, Glasgow welcomed over 50 delegates with 
sub-zero temperatures, biting winds and even the odd flake of 
snow. Neil Thomson, the IRSE Scottish Section Chair, opened 
the event, welcoming the Younger Members and presenters. 
Neil highlighted that Younger Members play a critical role in 
almost every project’s delivery and encouraged the YMs to keep 
questioning why things are done the way they are, as it is only by 
challenging current practices that we can improve.

The YM Seminars aim to provide a diverse range of speakers, 
ranging from experienced senior engineers imparting advice, 
industry leaders sharing their vision for the future, through to 
Younger Members themselves reporting on interesting new 
projects/innovations on which they have been working. The 
2016 Seminar included all of these. The day was packed with 
presenters, too many to summarise each presentation in detail 
here! However, we must say a big thank you to the presenters for 
supporting the event: 

• Andy Munro, Siemens, Borders Rail; 
• Jonathan Powell, Newcastle University, LEMUR; 
• David Prescott, Former Operator, Operational Considerations 

Past and Future;
• Bill Reeve, Transport Scotland, Signalling Capacity & 

Development – The Client’s Perspective;
• Willie Delaney, Usman Ally and Andy Miles, SPT, Glasgow 

Subway – Looking to the Future;
• Dave MacLennan, Jacobs, GSM-R on ECML ETCS - “Plug & 

Play?”;
• Matt Slade (myself!), CPC Systems, Optimising the ATO – 

Rolling Stock Boundary.
The diversity of topics and presenters provided food for thought 
for all those who attended and despite the range, a number 
of clear messages and challenges were evident. Railways are 
becoming increasingly complex and the systems ever more 
integrated. The challenges of today and tomorrow require the 

industry, especially the Younger Members, to treat the railway as 
one integrated system - a core message from my presentation on 
the Rolling Stock boundary. We must have a sound knowledge 
of all disciplines and understand the effects of changing any one 
part on the wider railway system. The experience of both Bill 
Reeve and Dave Prescott as client and operator came through 
clearly, imploring the Younger Members to be cognisant of 
the entire system and, ultimately, the client and users. Echoing 
Neil’s introduction, they challenged the Younger Members to 
change the industry, to question the status quo and to avoid 
apply standards in an unthinking way, instead asking: ‘can we 
as an industry do it better’. By way of an example, Signal Post 
Telephones were identified by more than one presenter as 
an area we should ask the question, “why?” - a topic already 
brought to light in the IRSE News article “The Future of Signal 
Post Telephones – an Engineers View” (IRSE NEWS 226).

Senior Engineers Andy Munro and Dave MacLennan spoke 
about the challenges and success of their respective projects. 
The Borders Rail Project has demonstrated that even the most 
well planned and executed projects still have a number of 
challenges and lessons to be learned. One example of how to 
quickly and simply resolve issues was the use of an offset signal 
post to meet sighting requirements when the site differed slightly 
from the plan.

Looking to the future, Willie Delaney and his project team 
from the Strathclyde Partnership for Transport (SPT) presented 
the vision for the Glasgow Subway upgrade, paving the way for 
the following day’s technical visit to SPT’s Broomloan Depot. 
This is expected to be the UK’s first example of Unmanned Train 
Operation (UTO), using the Ansaldo STS system, and so the 
project was of considerable interest to all the Younger Members. 

Jonathan Powell from Newcastle University presented his thesis 
on the use of Linear Induction Motors on UK rolling stock and the 
benefits in terms of wheel-rail adhesion and improved network 
capacity. Using a number of simulations, Jonathan demonstrated 
that the use of linear induction motors has the potential to 
provide a greater increase in capacity than upgrading to moving 
block signalling, whilst combining the two provided an even 
greater benefit. Similar benefits through the use of Magnetic 
Track Brakes were echoed by Bill Reeve. 

Matt presenting to the seminar.
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The Seminar proved to be both informative and thought 
provoking, helping Youngers Members to develop relationships 
across the industry and take away some lessons learned to apply 
to their projects. Being a Younger Member myself, I personally 
found the challenge to always ask questions and drive to improve 
best practice an inspiring one. I hope those of you who attended 
felt the same and that the event has helped start shaping some 
of the guiding minds of the future.

As with all Younger Members events this was free to attend 
thanks to the support of our sponsors, CPC Systems and 
Siemens, without whom the event could not have happened. The 
YM committee is particularly grateful to the support of the IRSE 
Scottish Section, specifically Frazer Howie, whose assistance and 
knowledge of Glasgow made our life considerably easier!

Following the post-seminar festivities, delegates reconvened 
the following day at St Enoch Subway Station for the technical 
visit to SPT’s Broomloan depot. I suspect there are few stranger 
sights than a group of 30 signalling engineers taking photos of 
the ‘4-foot’ (which really is 4ft in the case of Glasgow Subway!). 
Despite this, the group managed to navigate itself to Broomloan, 
raising only the odd eyebrow from bemused travellers. En-route 
the newly refurbished stations looked impressive, with the glass, 
bright lighting and orange, grey and white colour scheme of the 
Subway illuminating the stations.

On arrival at the depot, Willie and Eileen Russell welcomed the 
group and recapped some of the details of the Subway, including 
its history and some of the local customs, namely the ‘Subcrawl’ 
(Subway pub crawl).

The Subway carries more than 13 million people a year. Most 
recently upgraded in 1980, the line comprises a double track 
configured in two loops, with the only mainline points located 
at the entrance to Broomloan Depot to allow the trains to 
enter and exit service. Prior to the points installation during the 
latest upgrade, the trains were lifted on and off the loops by a 
hoist within the depot. The system uses an Alstom’s VPI (Vital 
Processor Interlocking) and is controlled from a Bombardier EBI 
Screen system that is also used for overall system management. 
The signallers’ interface is located with the Control Centre in the 
Depot.

Train detection is provided by ac track circuits. Two aspect 
signalling and electronic train stops are used to enforce train 
separation. The system has ATO at present, utilising start 
permit beacons at every station and braking/command beacons 
between stations. The system works using single block sections 
between stations. 

The rolling stock is compact, sized to fit the relatively small 
3.3 metre diameter tunnels. The fleet consists of 33 motor cars 
and eight trailer cars formed in three-car sets. In addition, SPT 
operate three battery locos for maintenance during engineering 
hours.

During the tour of the facilities, the group split into three, taking 
turns to see the Control Centre, the Signalling Equipment Room 
and the Depot (including the Depot pit roads and storage sheds). 
The SPT staff made the groups feel very welcome and their pride 
in working for the Subway and their excitement in anticipation of 
the upgrades was very evident.

The £288m upgrade is already well under way. The upgraded 
stations look very impressive, and the group used the new 
automated ticketing system on the way to the depot. 2020 
will see the phased introduction of new Stadler rolling stock, 
following which the platform screen doors will be introduced. In 
parallel, the signalling system will be upgraded to the Ansaldo 
STS Communication Based Train Control (CBTC) system, similar 
to that currently in use in Copenhagen. The system will use a 
leaky feeder for track to train communication, axle counters for 
secondary detection and balises for train location correction. The 
new systems also encompass upgrades to SCADA, Passenger 
Information, CCTV and PA/VA, all of which will be controlled from 
a new Control Centre at Robert Street.

Once completed this will be the first railway to adopt 
Unattended Train Operation in the UK. No doubt others in the 
UK will be closely monitoring its progress towards completion 
and the eventual successful operation. 

The visit, open discussion and friendly welcome made for 
a great Younger Members visit for which we must thank SPT, 
specifically Willie Delaney and his team. We look forward to 
visiting in a few years’ time to see how the project is progressing.

The Younger Members at SPT HQ. Photos Helen Kellaway.

One of the light, bright Glasgow Subway stations.
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PAST LIVES

Frederick Kerr BSc CEng FIET HonFIRSE  
1929 - 2016
Fred Kerr passed away peacefully in Nantwich aged 87 on 28 
December 2016. Born 25 August 1929 into a railway family 
in Crewe (his father Archibald was an London Midland & 
Scottish – LMS – engine driver) Fred, the youngest of six, was a 
Chartered Engineer, a Fellow of the Institution of Engineering 
and Technology (formerly the IEE) and an Honorary Fellow of the 
IRSE.

He was educated at Crewe Grammar School and joined the LMS 
railway in April 1947 as an S&T engineering apprentice studying 
electrical engineering at Crewe Technical College. In 1954, after 
completing his two-year National Military Service with the Royal 
Engineers, much of it spent on the Longmoor Military Railway 
in Hampshire, he was appointed to various posts in New Works 
planning and design at British Rail’s (BR) London Midland Region 
(LMR) headquarters, Euston. In 1964 he was appointed Resident 
Engineer in charge of the Willesden area re-signalling scheme 
and in 1966 he became Assistant Divisional Signal & Telecomms 
Engineer (DS&TE) Birmingham, then DS&TE Birmingham in 
1969. He was appointed Signal Engineer (General) at LMR S&T 
HQ, Euston, in 1973 and then became Chief S&T Engineer of 
the Western Region (WR), Reading, in 1977. Finally in 1989 he 
was seconded to the British Railways Board S&T headquarters at 
Paddington as Assistant Director (Signalling). In that role he was 
influential in devising and implementing national standards for 
the remedial actions necessary for S&T work following the 1988 
Clapham accident.

Fred was gregarious in nature and many of the BR and 
Westinghouse colleagues with whom he worked on the LM 
Modernisation projects in his early career became lifelong 
friends, added to by an astounding number of others over the 
years. In his managerial career he worked hard to build strong 
working relationships within his organisations and with the other 
departments of the Regional management team.  He was very 
open to ideas, debate and the occasional argument in a friendly 
manner, the difficult bit was to realise when his mind was made 
up and the debate was over. The organisational changes in BR 
that went on throughout the 1980’s were a challenge; but Fred 
took all in his stride, always looking for the best achievable 
outcome for his people and the continuity of S&T service to BR, 
whilst giving no indication to those around him of his private 
views on events and the aims of some of the people who were 
shaping them. He was a thoughtful man and a popular leader 
who, throughout his career, was well-known for supporting the 
career development of S&T trainees and his subordinate staff. He 
retired from British Railways after a 42 year career in 1989.

Fred joined the IEE (now known as the IET) in 1948, was later 
awarded MIEE and then became a Fellow of the IEE in 1980. 
He joined the IRSE as a Graduate member in 1951, becoming 
an Associate Member in 1957 and then a Member (this class 
was later designated Fellow) in 1965. He made significant 
contributions to the work of the IEE and served on the Council 
of the IRSE 1979-1983 and again 1985 -1989. He was appointed 
an Honorary Fellow of the IRSE in 2008 in recognition of his 
exceptional services to the profession and the Institution.

Fred loved all intellectual and physical puzzles and challenges. 
He regularly completed the Guardian crossword. He was an avid 
and lifelong learner and even after his retirement he read Earth 
Sciences with the Open University (OU) obtaining his degree 
in in that subject in 2001. He was a model railway enthusiast, a 
fan of orienteering, a keen woodworker and even tried his hand 
at wood carving. He was an enthusiastic traveller along with his 
wife Pat and still continued to explore new destinations after she 
died in 2000. He was a lover of good food, fine wines and an 
enthusiastic connoisseur of single malt whiskeys. But nothing was 
more important than his wife Pat and sons Andrew and Simon. 
He took a strong interest in the activities of his sons, whatever 
they did; following Andrew’s career as a geologist by studying 
for the OU degree and Simon’s interest in caving by going on a 
weekend long cave exploration. He did draw the line at hang-
gliding though! 

Fred’s last appearance at an IRSE event was at the Members’ 
Annual Luncheon in London on 15 June 2011 where he had 
an enjoyable time in the company of many friends and former 
colleagues.

He was a man of many diverse talents but he was above all 
a loving husband and father and always a gentleman. He is 
survived by his sons, Andrew and Simon and their families 
in Newfoundland. A family funeral took place at Crewe on 
30 December and his ashes will eventually join his wife Patricia’s 
in St John’s, Newfoundland. A celebration of his life took place 
on 21 February 2017 at “The Elephant”, a well-known and 
favourite local hostelry of Fred’s near Crewe and the home of the 
local Jazz Group called the Salt City Jazzmen who played at the 
celebration.

He will be long remembered as a good friend and colleague. It 
was always a pleasure to be in his company and he will be sadly 
missed.

Ken Burrage

Fred (left) at the IRSE Members’ lunch in London in June 2011 with 
his friend and colleague Peter Stanley.
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FEEDBACK
Re: SATLOC, February IRSE NEWS
The article “SATLOC – An innovative train control system for 
low traffic-density lines” appearing in the February 2017 Issue 
of IRSE NEWS, proposes a really innovative solution for train 
control for light density regional lines. While retaining the key 
features of ETCS, it proposes to save the cost by (i) doing away 
with the station interlocking with the help of trailable switches, 
(ii) train localisation with a combination of odometer, navigation 
satellites, and closed loop supervision of the location with the 
help of location plausibility computed by the TCC, as against 
Doppler radar/accelerometer and localisation calibration balises 
employed in ETCS, (iii) use of TCP/IP over commercially available 
channels as against dedicated GSM-R.

Nevertheless, these innovations place higher responsibility of 
safety functions on the OBU and TCC, for example:

1. OBU:
a. Correction of the GNSS data as per the signals received from 

EGNOS.
b. In case of non-receipt of GNSS or EGNOS signals for more 

than a specified period of time, sending the SOS signal to the 
TCC and application of emergency brakes: SIL 4.

c. Application of brakes on failure of validation of the location 
data by TCC: SIL 4.

2. TCC:
a. Perform plausibility check to validate the localisation data 

received from the OBU: SIL 4.
The train localisation function of the OBU may be justifiably 

performed at SIL-2 (refer to page 22), provided this, combined 
with the closed loop supervision by the TCC, meets the SIL 4 
requirements. However, the functions of sending SOS message 
to TCC and application of the emergency brakes in unusual 
circumstances do need to be performed by the OBU at SIL 4. 
In addition to these, the OBU must also continue to perform 
other ETCS functions like following the brake curve for the given 
movement authority, etc. at SIL 4.

Therefore, my question to the authors is - what is the 
justification for the OBU to be designed at a safety level, less 
than that of the ETCS, i.e. SIL 4 (refer to the statement at page 21 
– “To reduce investment costs, the OBU is designed for SIL 2”).

Dr Mukul Verma CEng (UK), CEng (IETE/India), FIET, FIRSE
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

Current Membership: 5368

ADMISSIONS
We have great pleasure in welcoming the following members 
newly elected to the Institution:

FELLOW

AFFILIATE

TRANSFERS

MEMBER TO FELLOW

AFFILIATE TO MEMBER

Jones GR Network Rail UK
Wogrinc C Canadian Pacific Canada

Heath AJ London Underground UK

Abbey H Siemens UK
Agwu BI Amey UK
Bakker JP Voestalpine Railpro Netherlands
Bramble E Alstom UK
Clarke BL London Underground UK
Dimech A Broadspectrum UK
Khalilov M Broadspectrum Australia
Lynskey E Irish Rail Ireland
Van Rooyen DW Network Rail UK
Yang WH MTRC Hong Kong

RESIGNATIONS

Brandi S, Renai M and Senesi F.

ENGINEERING cOUNcIL REGISTRATIONS
Congratulations to the following members: 
Essex M and Hewitt YJA who have achieved their final stage CEng 
registration. 

Fareham D who has achieved final stage IEng registration.

Gahlot P, Gondwe KK and Paley S who have achieved final stage 
Eng Tech registration.

RE-INSTATEMENTS

Dagar M Siemens India
Jiang W Beijing Jiaotong University China
Liu J Beijing Jiaotong University China
Saini V Isolux Corsan Engineering  

& Construction
India

Shivashankara T Siemens UK
Tshaai DC Western Cape  

Resignalling Project
South Africa

ASSOcIATE MEMBER TO MEMBERCao Y China Railway China
Jiang J Casco Signal China
Liu W Beijing Jiaxun Fehong 

Electrical
China

Mansour B HSS Integrated UK
Mo Z China Railway China
Qin Y China Railway China
Shi W China Academy of  

Railway Sciences
China

Roberts P S&C Distribution USA
Yang Z China Academy of  

Railway Sciences
China

Zhang M Beijing Jiaoda Signal 
Technology

China

ASSOcIATE MEMBER

Moorhouse A London Underground UK
Wong KLP MTRC Hong Kong

Kuijpers H, Miller G, Taaffe R.

DEAThS
It is with great regret that we have to report the death of 
members Burke TP and Kerr F.

MEMBER
Alberti P Alstom Italy
Amemiya M East Japan Railway Belgium
Bossart E Schweizer Electronic Switzerland
Church M SNC Lavalin Australia
Dollard D SNCF Reseau France
Dong H State Key Laboratory of  

Rail Traffic Control
China

Jusoh MS MTRC Hong Kong
Huang W China Railway Signal  

& Communication
China

ShangGuan W Beijing Jiaotong University China
Vijay R Siemens India
Wang J Beijing Jiaotong University China
Yurnalis D Aurecon Australia
Zhang Y JD Signal China

AFFILIATE TO ASSOcIATE MEMBER
Herries KL Nexus UK
Kayirasora A Network Rail UK

AccREDITED TEchNIcIAN
Farooq O Network Rail UK

MEMBERSHIP CHANGES DUE TO NON-PAYMENT 
IN ThE FIRST YEAR
Due to non-payment of first subscriptions, the names of the 
members below will be removed from the membership database.

Baschana Boyana A India
Bateman P Australia
Bentley JP UK
Bessant H UK
Cassidy P Ireland
Davies CL UK
Durrant J UK
Erattaimuthu S India
Goley KK India
Ibrahim Saleh A Saudi Arabia
Jackson RA UK
Karanam SUN India

Ker G UK
Lau KC Hong Kong
Marimuthu S India
Mihalcea S UK
Moore K UK
Ovens DE UK
Prakesh P India
Putta P India
Sefton J UK
Verma SK India
Wilson P UK
Yusoff MB Malaysia
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